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SEARCH P.BE'lEST
Notes
1. A:f'ter tak:1.ng this pretest, check your answers against the key in
the back of the handout. '1b1s pretest is representative of the type of
written questions which mar be asked about search, but is not compre
hensive. Use itt along With the standards, as a guide to your reading.
2. Standard #7 (radios) is not included in this test, but Will be tested
during the posttest as an oral/practical station.

mar use anything you nor.mal.ly ca:r.r,r in your SAR pack in tak1ng
both the pre- and post-tests.

3. You

Matching (letters are only used once in all matching questions)
1. Search dogs
a. clue finders
2. Trained searohers
b. subject finders
3. Camp-in at a trail junction
c. passive search
4. Sendill!a team across the subject's
d. cutting for sign
expected route of travel
a. SAROP Phase _
5. Mission Data Form (MDF)
6. Task Assignment Form (TAr)
(Alert and Mobilization)
7. Base Officer (BO)
b. SAROP Phase 1
8. Searcher Registration Form (SRF) and
(Quick Response)
Searcher Information Sheet (SIS)
c. SAROP Phase 2
(Scratch and Survey Search)
d. SAROP Phase 3
(Saturation Searching)

9. The Base Officer (EO):
a. is responsible for direct liason with members of the Responsible
Agency during Phase 1.
b. need not be field qualified.
c. serves as a relay between Dispatch Officer (00) and Radio
Operator (RO).
d. all of the above are true
Matching
10. search of a point or linear feature
a. survey task
11. search of a large area from a single
b. saturation task
vantage point
c. scratch task
12. wide-spaced line search of a small area d. sweep task
by a small team
e. containment task
13. grid or contour search
14. patrol of the perimeter of an area
15. A downed military aircraft should be approached only,
a. from the front.
b. from the left side.
c. from the rear.
16. Green light (as from a flashlight wi th a green filter) Will not
destroy night vision adaptation, as will unfiltered white light.
a. true
b. false
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17. Wide-spaced line search is more efficient than close-spaced line
search, in terms of clues found per searcher-hour.

a. true
b. false

18. Which of the follow:lng is tha best example of good questioning
technique?
a. "Hello. I'm Joe Backpacker from the Shenandoah Mountain Rescue
Group. We I re 100Id.ng for a red-and-white plane which has been
missing since yesterday'. Have you seen or heard anytbing unusual
lately?"
b. "Hi. We're looking for a plane that CJ:a8hed yesterday. Do you
Imow anything that could help us find it?"
c. "Hello. .I' m Joe Backpacker from the Shenandoah Mountain Rescue
Group. We're searching for a plane believed to be flying low
in tr.d.s area yesterdaiY. Did you see or hear anything about :3p.m.
yesterday afternoon?"
d. "Hello. I'm Joe Backpacker from the Shenandoah Mountain Rescue
Group. We're looking for an airplane which has been reported
missing. Have you seen or heard anything unusual the past d.a;r
or so?"

19. Tilhich ai:r-to-ground signal means "affirmative"?
a.

\

a.

N

b.

~l

'. V.it

c. en ""_....

··::-~-:-t
V
20. Which ground-to-air panel signal means "unable to proceed"?

b.

++

c.

x

d.

21. An ideal helicopter landing zone in a wooded, mountainous areal

K

a. should be on a flat ridge in preference to a narrow valley.
b. should have a clear take-off lane about :300 feet into the wind.
c. should have a touchdown pad with a slope less than 50, and all
brush should be cleared to less than 1 foot high.
d. all of the above are true
22. Which of the follOwing is not considered a major danger area near
a UH-type ("Huey") helicopter?
a.
b.
c.
d.

uphill from the helicopter
downhill from the helicopter
to the right rear of the helicopter
to the left rear of the helicopter

2:3. Authority and responsibi1ity for downed aircraft search in Virginia
lies with.
a. the Virginia Wing, Civil Air Pa:t:rol.
b. the Civil Aeronautics Board of the State Corporation Commission.
c. the Virginia State Police.
d. the County Sheriff.

...
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LECAL AND RELATED ASPECTS
).0

GENERAL

This chapter deals With a variety of subjects including that of author!ty
and responsibility for search and rescue missions. and the responsibilities and
duties of ground search and rescue personnel in certain specific s1tuations
(e.g. at an aircraft crash site). Since the term "search and rescue" is often
used SO as to encompass a great variety of emergency operations, a worJd.ng
definition Will be offered here to be used throughout the chapter.
Search and Rescue. (SAR) as used in this chapter, refers to the finding,
providing aid to, and evacuating of persons lost, stranded, or injured in
areas of a substantially wild or natural area on land. Thus, operations such
as searches for lost vessels at sea are excluded from this definition, as are
operations related to the crash of an airc~t in an urban area.
).1

AUTHORIT'f AND RES:FONSIBILITY FOR SEARCH AND RESCUE

Once upon a time, there was a light aircraft crash in a large wooded area
just outside a major eastern US airport. The ensuing SAR operation was badly
coordinated and markedly confused. In an effort to straighten out things, one
of the agenCies involved called a meeting, to which all agencies involved in
the mission were to send a representative. At this meeting, someone stood up
and asked "Would the person here representing the agency in charge of this
mission please raise his hand?" Seven different people raised their hands.
Thus the question of who is in charge of a SAR mission is not one that
always has a simple answer. Quite often there are several agencies claim1ng
authority fora miSSion, With actual control going to the agency on the scene
first with the most resources. Sometimes the authority for a mission may fall
to an agency not normally in the business of SAR through disinterest on the
part of those agencies normally in charge of SAR (e.g. a Fire Department running
a lost person search). In some jurisdictions, although there are many agencies
that will respond to an actual miSSion, it is impossible to find one that admits
to the responsibility for planning ~~d training personnel for SAR.
Let us now consider for contrast the SAR situation in a state that has a
we:l-organized SAR system. The state is a hypothetical one, but the example
draws f!"Om facets of the SAR programs of several western states. Every volunteer
SAR group in the state must be approved by the state, and each individual SAR
team. member must pass the state cer-cification test. 'lihen any of these groups
is ',.forking on a rUssion. they are covered :y state insurance. and transpor"':.a';!.cn
expenses are paid by the state. The state issues a mission number for each
mission, and has standard procedures for missions which are to be followed in
every mission. The state requires every County Sheriff to appoint a SAR Coordi
nation Officer to run SAR missions within the County. and every county must have
a workable SAR plan. Since this ideal situation (if it is indeed ideal) will
not come to be in Virginia for at least several years. we should learn what
the rules of thumb are for SAR authority and responsibility in the Commonwealth.
even though they may not apply in everJ instance.
'lie will begin by considering the situation of a person in distress needi:-...g
aid. Who has the primary authority and responsibility for aiding this person?
It is generally agreed that this aid is the responsibility of the appropriate
law enforcement agency, although certain types of aid (e.g. emergency ambulance
se~ce) may be delegated or reassigned by legislation.
If we agree that the
!"ss;onsicllity goes to a law enforcement agency, to which does it go? County.
State. o!" Fc::deral? I:;. .>;eneral. if the mission is confined to one county. ::-.e
County Sheriff is assumeci to be in charge. An exception would be if the mission
~ere within the county borders. but also within a Natienal Park. In National
-rar.k areas. +h
<::e-'-;""",
is ("onsl.·derl'!d
to l"''''ve
exclusive ..jurisdiction.
ar.i
...e i:'"'a"'k
_.
~ ~'"'''' _
"'"
_

o
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the Park Superintendent would be the primary authority.

National Forests

&r& a different situation, however. as the Forest Service is not considered
to have exclusive jurisdiction. Therefore. a SAR III1ssion Within Forest proc
lamation boun.dar.1es would still be the respensibility of the County Sheriff.
If the mission enco1llpl.aaes lIIC%'e tban one county, the state may become involved.
The Commonwealth ot V1rgLn1a D1suter PJ.a.n s1ves ~ authority !.Z1d reponai
b1l1ty. for SAlt to the State Police. who are to be a.asisted by the Virg1nia
Association of Volunteer Rescue Squad.a. UsuallY'. the State Police has li.lll1ted
i tsel! to proViding helicopters and. occasionally tracld..ng dogs at the request
of the local Sheriff. and investigating SAR inCidents after the miSSion.
These guidelines should be used as such, and should not be considered a definitive
statement of the allocation of SAR authority. GSAR peIsonnel should be able
to adapt to whatever situation they find, ~~d should concentrate on aiding the
victims, rather than participating in argwnents as to "who is really in charge".
If a mission cannot be localized to a particular state, but is still within
the inland region, the National Search and Rescue Plan comes into play. This
pla~. promulgated in 1969, is designed to help provide a comprehensive organ
ization for SAR throughout the U.S., and in other regions as necessary. The
National SAR Plan is a result of a policy statement by the President in May.
1954. Concerning SAR. it states I

"It is the policy of the United States:

C)

1. To provide a basic network of search and rescue facilities in the United.
States, its territories, and possessions to serve both civil and military
aviation. including the discharge of United States responsibilities as a result
of United States adherence to the convention on International Civil Aviation.
2. To provide an overall search and rescue plan for effective utilization of
all available facilities to include provisions for the control and coordi
nation of all types of search and rescue missions.
J. To utilize State and local search and rescue facilities to the maximum
ex~ent possible in an overall search and rescue pl~~. and to encourage the~=
continued development."
The National SAR ?lan assigns responsibility for coordir.at10n of all search ~"ld
~escue missions in the inland re~on to the u.S. Air Force. wr~ch has in :~~
designated the Aerospace ~escue ;nd Recovery Ser'rice (A.RES) as :.ts execu~:"/e
a.gency !or SAIL Howev~r, the las't para...graph of the Plan says:
"Although Federal leadership in the search and rescue field may generally
be recognized, the Federal Government holds no mandate to compel s~ate, local.
o~ private agencies to conform to a national search and rescue plan.
The
desires of state and local agenCies to control their own facilities in S&~
~issions resulting from intra-State or local acti\~ties within their own :ou~
daries mus~ be respected ar.d insured. Cooperation, therefore, must be soug~t
through liason and agreemen'ts."
When the Civil Air Patrol is operating on a SAR mission, it is acting as a
part of the Air Force, under the authority of the A.R.RB. However. the authori ty
of the ARBS is restricted to prosecuting interstate missions; for all other
missions, the AERS and the CAP operate only at ~he pleasure of the state or
:c,:al.:' -::t. I:! ':"i~"€:"::.la. :r:e stat.e al':"o·,,;s :r..e AP~~S ar:.d. the SA? fai=l:t ::::ee
::..:: ::-~e ;:=os;c1,.!::'cn 0: ·io:..·r...;d ai=:::-a:"': searc:-.. es. 0::ce a :"':"::0. :s ::'lade. t::e
~iss:'on is no
:.~ !":OW i:1 :he

longer a search, :ut is
!;.a:.c.s c:""

~~e

local

~ow

a local rescue mission.

:-~spc~si1:1e

:"~!.;"'..

Authori~y

a.gs::c:*", procacly :~e Gour."':.y ~
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Sheriff, and the authority of the ARBS and the CAl' is now ended. In many
cases, the local authorities will request that the CAP continue to assist.
Sometimes, the County Sheriff may be unable or unwilling to take charge, and
no other agency has clear authority for the mission. In such cases concern for
the well-being of the v1ct1ma decrees that the CAP arrange for rescue d evac
uation, in coordination With local emergency service orgin1zationa. ~
CAP Emergency Services Manual, CAPM 50-15 (1972) says. "NO evacuation of cas
ualties should be done Without the request or approval of author.!.ties in control
of the incident. No evacuation of deceased should ever be done except at the
request of the appropriate authority under whose jurisdiction the incident
occurred, or the Surgeon General in a military inCident, or their officially
designate representatives" (p. 5-).
In the case of the crash of a military aircraf~. military SAR units will
often conduct the search themselves. Should CAP personnel be the first on
scene at such a crash, they should first see to their own safety and to the
safe rescue of survivors, and then allow military and local authorities to come
to a deCision as to who has the authOrity for further actions. It is often not
clear who is in charge at such an incident; often it is whoever reaches the scene
first with adequate personnel. GSAR personnel should see to the needs of the
victims. then extricate themselves from the situation as carefully as possible.
The previous discussion has been necessarily somewhat indefin1te. but no
more so than the situations often found during actual missions. The following
summa.:ry. while somewhat oversimplified, may be of some aid in clarifying the
si tuationl
TYPE OF MISSION

PRIMARY RESPONSIBLE AGENCY

1. Downed civil aircraft
a. search
b. rescue and evacuation

c. :::-emoval of remains
d. guardi~g crash site
2. ]o'..ned mili :ary aircraft
a. search
b. rescue and evacuation

State (or ARRS for interstate)
Civil Aeronautics Board is exec. agent
County Sheriff. Park Superintendent, or
other local Responsible Agent, or other
agency by designation or default
County corone~ or medical exami~er
County Sheriff, Park Superinte~de~~.
or ot:;er law e!1forcement ager-cj.
ARRS

ARRS/local responsible agent (both
may claim exclusive jurisdiction)
Surgeon General
c. removal of remains
Appropriate military command
d. guarding crash 5i te
Local responsible agent
J. Lost person search
4. local technical rescue and evacuation Local responsible agent
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3.2 AUTHOBIZA'l'ION' roB C.A.P. INVOLVEMENT AND C.A.P. ALER'l'IN'G AND COM1WlD

The Civil Air Patrol IIILlst go through special authorization procedures
prior to participation in any search and rescue or emergency service mission.
Inaurance and. authorization for re1mbursement depend on such authorization. a.s
does the alertinC and cOllll'laDd system. CAP mission authorization JII&7 co_ from
one of three places. the Aerospace Bescue and Becovery Service (A.RBS). With
headquarters at Scott Air Force Baae; the Air Force Beserve Begion office in
Philadelphia, or directly from Virginia Wing Headquarters. ABRS and AFRR Will
issue a mission number; and authorize reimbursement for fuel, lubricants, and
communications expenses. Virginia Wing authorization and mission numbers carry
no authorization for reimbursement, however.
If an aircraft on a fUght plan is 1 hour overdue for VFB (visual flight)
flight Plails, or t hour ove:rd.ue when on an IFR (instrument fUght) flight plan,
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) makes a communications search of all
airports and landing strips 50 miles to either side of the intended flight path.
The notice the FAA sends out is known as an information request or~. 11
hours after the estimated time of fuel exhaustion. the FAA issues an alert
notice or ALNOT, and actual physical raJIlp checks are made at each airport or
airstrip within 50 miles of the intended flight path. If these measures do not
locate the missing plane, selected calls to the pilot's relatives, friends. and
other high-pro babi11ty locations are made. If a plane is reported missing by
friends or relatives of the pilot. or if a rental plane is missing, similar
actions are taken by the FAA. These actions are coordinated With the ARBS at
Scott Air Force Ease.
If all of the above actions have been taken With no results. or if a call
for assistance in a lost person search comes in. the coordinator at the Rescue
Coo:rd.ination Center at Scott AFB Will then issue a mission number, and alert
those wings of the CAP that are needed.
The ARRS coordinator at the RCC at Scott !FE has the choice of designating
the CAP or other agencies or military installations as the mission coord1nat~ng
organization. In the case of civil air crashes this is most often the CAP.
and the ir.di\~dual Wing appOints an individual ~~ssior. Coordinator ~n acco~-L~ce
;."i ':!1 ·:::"ng and CA? policies. The Nission Coordir.a'tor :-.a.s ultima-:-e respor.s::'':::':::' ":.Y
for the ~dssion until he is relieved of co~~d by the ARRS. turns over :~e
::.ission to a."lother r~c or concludes the missio::..
I

).3

t'!EDICO-Lt."'"CAl. CONSIDEPJ..TIONS

Virginia is !'ortunate in having one of the best ..ood samaritan laws !.::.
the country. This law provides immunity from cl vil suits for those gi v:.:.g
::'rst aid or emergency medical care. If a person (specl::::'cally lncluci..!.ng -:,::,os.
':rained in Cardio-pulmona-~ Resusci~atlon or CP~, and those trair.ed ~d ce~~
:!.ed as ~~ergency Medical Technicians or ~s~s adminis~ering the aid !.::. !££S
:aith. without com~r.sation. ~nen the law says that the victim car~ot sue :::.e
person who a~~:~s~ered the aid. Good faith means that the person 1s ac:~a::y
:=ying to help the victim. as opposed to per~aps pretending to help t~e v!.c:~~
a.~d actually trying to kill him.
Without compensation means that the law ~o.s
not .hold if the Victim pays the person rendering the aid. Even a gift other
than money could possibly be construed as compensation. However. a 1977
amendment to the law made it clear that "compe;:sation" does .:l9.l include :::.e
s::.:'a=ies 0: ?ucl::.c se!"."'!.-::e or -smer,E'-s;:-::y ?erso:.::.el wno per::crm the aid as ;a=-:
.::~ :':--~e:~ ~8·~.
,,!..
s~c't:"o:: of ::-46 lari ;c:..::ts out ~r.at ::'". ::0 ·ftay ~ces ::",.e
-. ,.,.
~
.
u... o~'y
~""··e- ..
:"2.''; rc:move ar:.y "iClnc., 0;~ .l.:..ac:.._.l:y
:or
operat..l::.g
a.mo"o""
,,_ "/e"·c'e
.... _ • ....",,,
•....
. ·r~::).
,
-..
-ooa" ....""---~·a"
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The good samaritan law gives protection only against ciVil suit, which
means that it is still possible for criminal charges to be brought against
a person for inflicting Willful damage, or for being guilty of gross negligence.
What constitutes gross negligence? This depends on the level of training of the
person administering aid. A person would be held to the stand • n1 of care
appropriate tor his training, thua the standa;z:ocl ot care for s01l8One trained in
standa;z:ocl tirst aid would not be the sallie as that for a certitied Emergency
Physician. If a sta.nda.rd first aider were to attempt to perform emergency
surge::t"1 in a roa.dside ditch, he might ve::t"1 well be guilty of gross negligence,
while this would probably not be SO if the person performing the surgery were
an experienced doctor or surgeon •. Thus, the higher the level of training, the
higher the stancla.rd of care one is held to in the judgement of negligence.
Many states now require that all emergency services personnel proViding
emergency rescue and first aid serVices (as opposed to first responder serVices,
which are proVided by the public or local employees or public servants) be
trained at least to the basic Emergency Medical Technician level. That is,
if the organization professes to provide emergency care other than in an
incidental manner, i t should have personnel with EMT training. Although this
is not the case in Virginia, the trend towards an increased stancla.rd of care
should prompt GSAR teams to do their best to include personnel with EMT training
on the team.
There is no legal requirement for someone to come to the aid of someone
in distress. It is perfectly legal to walk right past someone nthout giving
first aid, even if the Victim asks for help. Once a person has started to
give aid to a. Victim, he has assumed responsibility for the care of that Victim.
To leave after starting to give aid is considered abandonment, and is illegal.
Once you have started giVing aid, you must continue until the victim is turned
OVer to someone with better training and a better emergency medical or first
aid capability, or until the Victim refuses additional aid.
It is perfectly legal for a Victim to refuse emergency aid. As a matter
of fact, you must have the Victim's consent to begin any first aid. If the
victim is unconscious, or otherwise unable to make a rational decision, then
you may assume implied consent. Implied consent means tha~, since you cannot
ten whether or not the person wants aid or not, you may assume that it is
in fact wanted by the victim.
).4

CRIME SCENE AND CRASH SITE PROCEDURES

GSAR teams will often be the first on the scene after an airplane crash
in which people are killed, or may find a lost person who has died. In each
case, there are certain procedures that the 1eam should follow, in order to
assist the law enforcement and investigating authorities. Although this is
not a pri~" duty of GSAR personnel, it will serve to build better relations
with local authorities.
If a body is found during the course of a lost person search, the team
should communicate this fact to Base Camp in a discreet manner. Unfortur~tely,
many scanners (radio recievers) are available which will allow an owner to
listen to CAP and other radio frequencies, so radio messages should be brief
and should use terminology which will not alert listeners to the fact that a
body has been loca.ted. The reason for this caution is that the fa.m1ly or
relatives deserve the courtesy of being informed by the Responsible Agency
of the facts surrounding the death, rather than hearing them discussed by
the public, orheari::.g about i t over a Citizen's Band radio. As soon as
"::-.; bedy is iie!1ti::'ed (if easily ,.!or:e) :he ~eam should leave the :':T',media":e
I

;,.\
J
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area. The. approach to the bod7 and the path followed.. in leaving the area should
'be the .... t and t~ t ... should walk single-file. Only the m:1n~IIIJlII number of
teUl membera neceaa.ry should approach the bocly, and. great care mu.st be taken not to
disturb any pouible .vidence. If the body is moved dur.1ng in1 tial efforts to d....
termine .t'eSllOna1vena... carefI:Ll note shou.lt1 'be mad.. of the po111tion of the
bod7 J a:a4 any other il:t:tomation that mq be ot" interest to inv••tiga.t:1ng
off1cers.
When a GSA.R teu i. the f1%'St to reach an a1rcl:aft craah sit., there are
procedures to be !oUowecl, ~ of which are not obvious to an untrained member.
The following Ust provides a guide to actions at the scene.
,1. The safety of rescuers is more important than any other consideration.
If the possibility of tuel spill and fire is strong, approach should be from
uphill and upwind. If the aircraft is a millta:r:Y one, approach should be from
the left side if possible. Ahead. and behind the aircraft are danger areas due
to weapons. Check caretully for ejection seat controls (black and yellow) and
leave them alone; if they have been moved, the ejection mechanism may be armed,
creating a potentially explosive situation. Carry a CO fire extinguisher if
2
possible.
<

2. Cain access to the Victims, ascertain if they are still alive, and begin
emergency care measures; control haza.rcls as necessa:r:Y. (see also chapter 15)

c)

J. Identify the aircraft if possible. Contact Mission Base with this information
and an assessment of the sitaa.tion as regards the need for aclcl1tional resources.
4. If the Emergency IDcator Transmitter (ELT) is transmitting, find it and
t\;rn it off.
The signal may interfere with other search operations, even
perhaps one as far away as in the next state.
5. Take care not to cl1sturb the wreck any more than necessa:r:Y to tend to the
needs of they1ctims and to turn off the ELT. Make notes of any disturbance
caused by these actions, and any other obs~ations that may ,be of use to those
investigating the crash.
6, Continue with emergency care measures for the victims. Complete extrication
o~eratio~s.
Contact Mission Base to a-~ange for evacua~ion, as the local 2esp
onsible Agency is in c~wrge of such operations. Cive your estimate of the sit
uation, 1nclucl1ng recommendations for evacuation modes and adcl1tional resources
needed.
7. If appropr!ate, station a petimeter securi ty pa~rol to keep out unauthori::ed
~ersonnel.
~emember, r~wever, that the CAP has no legal au~hori~y to perfor=
iaw enforcement functions, and may not use force to prevent people from en~eri~
the scene.
All civil aircraft accidents involving serious i~jury or death must be
investigated by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTS3), an indepe~dent
~edera.l agency.
Some non-fatal accide~ts may be i~ves~igated by the Fede~
Aviation Ad.m1nistration (FAA), and mill ta.ry accidents will be investigated oy
a. miH ta.ry 1<nvestigat1ng team. These agenCies would Eke. to see that the c:-a..sn
site is as little d1s~urbed as possible, and will appreCiate ~~y note taken by
CSAR personnel, such as the position of bodies, location of various parts of
the aircraft, etc. The Investigator-in-Charge may ask for assistance from the
CSARt,eams in getting to the site. If so, the teams may be able to assis"t :y
~oi~tin~ out 'larious thi~gs that might not be =ead!ly apparent to the inves
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TIle reJlOval of bodies and their evacuation to the road is the respon
sibility of the county medical exa.miner or coroner. If wreckage IllUst be
disturbed to remove the bodies, the coroner will need to coordinate with
the agency in charge of the investigation, the NTSB in most cases. TIle GS.A.R
team ma:r assist by getting the CAP Mission Bue to contact the H'l'SB for the
county' autharities. As a general rule, the N'l'SB will allow removal of the
bodies by the authority of the coroner if an investigator is not illlJllediately
available to come to the scene. Of course, careful note should be taken of
any disturbance necessary to reJlOve the remains.
GSAR teams may participate in the evacuation of the remains only if both
the county authorities and the CAP Mission Coordinator approve.
A final step in resolving the situation at a crash site is to ascertain
if the wreckage will be salvaged, perhaps by the insurance company covering the
aircraft. If not. or i f an area that would appear as a crash site from the air
will remain. a large yellow cross should be painted across the site. This will
allow later identification of it as an old crash site. if another search should
happen in the same area.

3 •.5 ASSISTANCE TO LAW ENFORCEl1ENT AGENCIES
GSAR teams will often be working closely wi th law enforcement personnel,
since SAR is an important part of the duties of law enforcement agencies.
However, GSAR teams (or other CAP members) should not participate in the actual
work of law enforcement agencies related to the apprehension of criminals or
the preservation of the public peace. There are three reasons for this'
1. CAP Regulation 900-3 prohibits such assistance to law enforcement agencies.
2. Section 1385 of Title 18 of the United States Code provides that
"Whoever, except in cases and under circumstances expressly authorized by the·
Constitution or Act of Congress. willfuly uses any part of the Army or Air
Force as a posse comitatus or otherwise to execute the laws shall be fined
not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than two years, or both."
Although it is questionable whether or not the CAF would be considered as part
of the Air Force for the purposes of this law, CAF corporate policy is to
avoid the possibility of such a case being tried in the first place.
J. Assistance to law enforcenent agencies in executing the laws is not con
sidered an authorized activity of the CAF, according to Sections 201-208 of
the U.S. Code. by which the CAP ~as incorporated.
Thus during a "guard mission" where CAF personnel provide surveillance at a
crash site. CAP members have no right to use actual or implied force to keep
people away from the wreckage. If force is necessary to restrict access to
the site, the CAP members present must contact the local law enforcement agency
for assistance.

3.6 ENTRY UION PRIVATE PROPERTY
CAF or other SAR organization members have no special rights to intrude
on private property. If priva.te property is posted with "No Trespassing"
signa, or it is otherwise made clear that one should not enter upon a given
piece of property, ent:ry may be made only to sa.ve life or property. If a
GSAR team ',;ishes to intrude on such property, but is not sure whether or !"lot
life or property is at stake. a careful Jud~emen~ ~ust be made by the team
l~ader.
The legal ·oasis for iecis::'on as to whether or :i.ot the intrusion '..;as
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justifiable is as follows.

If, under sim1lar circumstances, a reasonable

!!!!a would bellv. with nyonable certainty that life or property was en<ia.ngered,
and. :further, that entr.y upon said private property was necessary to save said

Ufe or property, then such entr.y is justifiable. In any case of possible entr.y
upon pr.t.vate property ap1nat the wishea of the owner or person 111 control, a
deci810n must be made by the t .... leader, we1gh:1.nc the poas1bl. 1nfor.mation to
be ga.1ned versus the pomble legal consequences of illegal entr.y.

3.7 e.A.p. REGULA'l'IOIS
Wing and Unit regulations concerning emergency services change With great
frequency, so no attempt will be made to enumerate all appropriate regulations
here. A few general poliCies appllcable to Virginia Wing are,
1. CAP members and vehicles are not to be used to proVide emergency services at
public actiVities. This is a job for the local rescue squad or ambulance
service. (See also the National Commander's policy letter of 31 July 1964).
2. CAP vericles should not use flashing emergency lights or sirens.
Note, however, that CAP members who are members of a rescue squad. fire
department, or other similar organization may display two flashing or alter
nating red lights on their personal vehicles. (Virginia Wing only).

C)

3. CAP cadets may partiCipate in GSAR act!Vities only with adequate senior
supervision. Different Wings and un1 ts may establish max1..IIll.UIl numbers of cadets
for each senior member supervisor.
4. Wings and units may set special requirements for cadet partiCipation in GSAB
acti Vi ti'es, . such as haVing achieved a given rank before being able to serve as
a GSAR team member.
Please check With current National, Region, Wing, Task Force. and unit
regulations and policy letters for up-to-date iniormation.

3. 8
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Excerpts from: AIlne.x I-AA to Volume II, Commonwealth of Virginia Emergency
Operations Plan - Peacetime Disasters
Subject: Search and Rescue
IV.

ORGANIZATION AND TASKS:
A. Organization:
1. The State Coordinator of Emergency and Energy Services, by direction of the
Governor, is the State SAR Coordinator. Each local government designates a
SAR Coordinator. The local SAR Coordinator is responsible for ground and
water search and rescue operations within his respective political juris
diction. State agencies provide SAR resources and conduct SAR dperations
as a supplement to local efforts. Volunteer SAR organizations participate
in SAR operations in accordance with agreements with the State and Local
SAR Coordinators. Federal agencies participate in SAR operations within the
Commonwealth either because of direct SAR responsibilities or in answer to
requests from the State to assist.
B. Tasks:
1. State Agencies
a. Office of Emergency and Energy Services
1. Coordinate overall State SAR effort
2. Coordinate SAR training
3. Arrange for SAR resources to assist in SAR operations when
requested by local SAR Coordinators, or the AFRCC, or CGRCC.
b. State Police
1. Provide personnel and equipment for SAR operations when requested.
c. Marine Resources Commission
1. Provide personnel and equipment for tidal waters SAR operations
when requested.
d. Department of Military Affairs
1. Provide personnel and equipment for air and ground SAR ~pera~ions
when requested.
2. Local Government
a. Conduct ground and water search and rescue operations within ~~a of
responsibility
b. Participate in ground portion of air search and rescue as !:"e.1,'~~=:e,l.
3. Civil Air Patrol, Virginia Wing
In accordance with the joint agreement between Virginia Wing Ci'::':" .".:':
Patrol and the Virginia Office of Emergency and Energy Services:
a. Provide Mission Coordinator for air search and rescue
b. Conduct air search and rescue; conduct integral ground SAR ';;era~:.:~s
in coordination with local SAR coordinator
c. Provide personnel for ground search and rescue when reques~e~.
4. Federal Agencies
a. The Air Force Rescue Coordination Center (~~CC) controls ~~a::~ ~d
rescue operations for downed or missing military aircraft, ,;,..:~e..:.-':'ed.
air carrier aircraft, aircraft carrying persons of nationa: ~r :.~:er
national importance, and civil aircraft on interstate fli~~ts.
b. The Coast Guard Rescue Coordination Center, Fifth Coast Guar1 :~3:rict
(CGRCC) controls search and rescue operations in the coasta: .~:e:"s
area.
c. The National Park Service controls search and rescue on lanis _-:..::.e:- i t",s,'_')
jurisdiction.
J
Volunteer Search and Rescue Organizations
Provide SAR resources at the State level in accordance with agree~er.:3 Nith
the State SAR Coordinator. Provide SAR resources at local level i~ accord
ance with agreements with the local SAR Coordinator.
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CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
B.

Ground Seaorch. and Reseue
1. Ground search will be under the control of the local SAR coordinator.
2. State and other assisting agencies will be given mission-type assignments
and will remain under the control of the agency on-scene commander. Em
ployment in the search effort will be coordinated by the local SAR Coordinator.
3. Ground search in conjunction with air search will be coordinated with the
agency having control of the air search.

.
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LOST PERSON SEARCH
5.0

GENERAL

lost person search has been neglected 1n lII8Jl¥ are... includ.1.rJ« VirSima.
It is often seen as a saries of lDOtiona that none like. but which must be sone
through to find a bo4y in the woods. A quote from the National Association for

Search and Rescue (N'ASAR) search ma.nagement course is brought to m1ndl
"the Unqualified have been coord1nating the Unwilling to d.O the Unnecess~
With the Obsolete!" The attitude in many areas is that of "head. I em off at
the pass", or worrying about the problem only when it actually happens.
To be able to save the lives of lost people through effective, effiCient
search operations, several things are needed. They arel
1. Trained and experienced search managers.
2. Adequate prepla.nning for searches.
3. Trained and experienced searchers.
This chapter will discuss several of the facets of lost person search, with the
aim of providing a basic understanding of such search operations. Details of
field search tactics may be found in chapter nine, and further information on
search theory and strategy may be found in Kelley' s Mountain Search for the
Lost Victim. , Details of operational procedures may be found in the Search
and Rescue Operations Plan (SAROP) and Operations Manual of the Appalachian
Search and Rescue Conference, Inc.
This chapter Will specifically address search theory, organization, and
operations.

5.1 SEARCH THEDRY
As described in the previous section. one of the requirements for effective
and efficient searches is having good search managers. The title (Mission
Coordinator. Search Boss. On-Scene Commander) doesn't matter, as long as the
~agement function is being carried out.
Why is such a manager needed?
To provide leadership, management, critical deciSions, directions for others,
and to use feedback to keep the operation functioning smoothly. What kind of
qualifications should he have? He should have proven ability to run searches,
ietailed knowledge of the theory and practice of search operations. willin~ess
~o serve when needed, acceptance by the people he will be bossing, and the
humility to admit that he 1s not all-powerful in knowing how to find the victl~.
(After all, if he knows exactly where the victim is, why is everyone else out
searching?)
The search manager should be able tOI
Establish objectives
Establish priorities
Evaluate resources
Develop a plan of attack
Coordinate efforts
~valuate the results. and
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Another critical requirement for effective, efficient lost person
search is that of pre=plann1¥. Such pre-plarus must include careful deUn
eat10n of the authority and. respons1 bill ty for SAR, agreements between SAR
agencies and. organizat:1ona, a.:rra.ncements for effective coJJUaU:l.1cat:1ons d.ur1ng
mssions, standaria of training and. competence, stand.arda of procedure, and
other related 1tema. One of the important parts of the pre-plan is the llstinc
of SAll resources in the coJJUaU:l.1ty , along Wi th detailed. 1nformation as to the
capabU1ties and specialtie. of each.
The first stages of a search are often the most cr1tical. InfOrmation
is the key to an effective search. Things that must be found out include a
victim descr1Ption, circumstances concerning the disappearance, and information
on which to base an evaluation of the urgency of the search. set ta.sld.ng
prior1ties, and a.lert searchers as to possible clues and Victim behavior.
Once this initia.l information is aVailable, the search manager must develop
a search plan. The plan must answer the following questions.
1. Where is the subject? Possible answers might be based on past case his
tories, statistics about lost person search, mathematical models of lost
person behavior, deductive reasoning, or just plain intuition.
2. How can I find the subject? There are two main search methods.
a. Passive, such as confinement, perimeter cutting for clues. attraction,
road. blocks, or camp-ins.
b. Active, such as hasty search tasks, scratch search tasks. sweep search
tasks, line sea.rch tasks, tracking or search dogs, or mantrackers.

J. How should I apply the resources I have aVailable? These may be descr1bed.
as clue finders,. clue and subject finders. or subject finders. SubSidiary
q,uestions are:
4. Is it better to use the resources I have available now to keep the area
from getting bigger?
5. Or, should I use them to try and find the subject?
Once this plan 115 made, the actual searching may begin,
':ihy d.oes

"t~..is

type of SA:={ pla:.r.i:.g

~ot

:;'..appe!1 !=verywhere?

It seems

cl~a.:

such an enlightened approach to SAR would undoubtedly save lives. It might
:-e tradition ("We've always done lost person searches with long line searc:.es
before, and it always works OK. 'who are you to be telling us what to do?")
or :'naccu=ate d.ata 0= ignorance ("'!Ie save ~ust as ma:.y people as all those
silly s-:arch an::l.=escue types do, :u't wl:hout all the :uss,") or perhaps
ar. un.. .i .llingness to take risks ("',;e11. I ':i l!.ke "co try you: new methods mysel!.
~ut if we tried. them and d.1dn't :ind the ~d.. the Sheriff would. probably f~=e
me. Besides, then the Sheriff wouldn I t ',;an" to take tl'-.a.t chance and r..aybe !'iC ':.
get elected next time. It) or perhaps poor training ("We just don't have the ':.!.:::e
0= money to train our people in all ~!".a.t :a:ncy SAlt stuf!",").
It is u? to us, as ground SAR professicnals, "co ~rf to counter such a:::
:udes. in the inte=est of saving lives. ~o you= bit to educate people as :0 :~e
proper way to handle lost person situa:ions.

SUccessful search is rooted in

Stron~

fund.amentalsl tactics and. tech

::i~ues. st:-a-:egy. organiza:ion. a.r:,d ::-:ost ':a.s:"c of all. searc!": t:-.eorJ.
::.z ~-e: ~s 0:" s€:a::: ~ :;.~o::r . ..;~!":! i~SCU3Sec.. a: 0'."'; •

Seve::-~
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The crucial tenets of search theory are.
1. SEABCH IS AN EMERGENCY!

2. Sea:rch is & claas1c lI1ster,y.
J. Sea:rch for clues, not the subject.
4. Concentra.te on aspects that are
-important to search success
-under the control of a search manager.
5. Know if the subject leaves the search area.
6. Use grid (line) search only as a last resort.
SEARCH IS AN EMERGENCY!

Why? because
-The subject may need emergency care.
-The subject needs protection from self and environment.
-Time and weather destroy clues.
-An urgent response lessens search difficulty.
Often, it is hard to justify urgency because of a feeling that many people,
left on their own, would survive. However. many people suffering heart attacks
might also sumvet Does this mean they do not need urgent medical care?
A Quick Response is necessary. so as to put searchers into the field at once
to minimize the search area size by timely containment. (Figure 5-1)
Search area directly determines the chance of success. It is the maximum
possible distance traveled by the subject in any direction. Using the point
last seen. a circle may be drawn with a radius of the victim mobility rate times
the time since lost. Nighttime offers a unique opportunity to confine the
subject while he is (usually) immobile. This opportunity should not be wasted.
To respect the search subject's emergency, we must:
1. Respond urgently.
2. Search at night.
J. ~obil1ze and keep searchers in the field.
4. Create an atmosphere of positive urger-cy.
Search is a classic mYstebY
Search managers must act as detectives, investigating, interrogating, ar.d
assimilating information. The SAR forces must know what clues to look for.
Possible subject destimations must be ascertained by investigation and points
last seen must be identified. The incident must be recreated in the minds of
search managers. Outside possibilities must be considered, such as the suc;ect
returning home, or showing up at a friendos house.
Search for clues! not subJects, because
1. There are more clues than there are 'subjects. EVery subject on land leav••
cluesl scent and tracks or other di.turbances.
2. Clue detection significantly reduces search difficulty by reducing search
~rea size. (Figure 5-2)
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Know if the subject
leaves the search area
Why?

1. A search without
a subject is nonsense.

C)

2. Search difficulty
increases rapicily
unless you confine
the subject.
FIGURE .5-1: A Quick Resppnse means getting
sea.rehers into the field to minimize· search
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SEARCH

AREA

BOUNDARY

~
TRACKS
GOING WEST
F()UND HERE

I

large parts of the search area
may be el1Jn1nated from the
active search area (or at
least the probability that
the subject is in there is
substantially reduced).
(Figure .5-3)
Use saturation search ~d or
line search onl as a last resort
Because the cost benefit ratio
is much worse than for other
methods. (More on this later)

FIGURE 5-3: Binary Search
By sending a tracking team to cut sign
across the area, the eastern half of
the search area is eliminated; the
subject must be in the wetern half.

5.2

ORGANIZATION AND OPERAnONS

An important point for all CAP personnel to understand is that the standard
CAP mission staff set-up is not designed to handle lost person searches.
Attempts to blindly apply it to a lost person search are doomed to failure.
However, ~~th intelligent adaptation, the structure may be made to serve the
purposes of a lost person search.
When the CAP is working With other organizations on a lost person search,
it may be advantageous to combir.e staffs, as appropriate, to avoid duplication.
and to combine ground SAR Fersonnel, to avoid confusion. A suggested coop
erative staff ~~d team org~~zation for the Virginia Wing and the Appalachi~~
Search and Rescue Conference is s~own in figure 5-4. This org~~ization repre
sents ~~ efficient way to combine the organizations with mir.imum adaptation of
their habitual mission staff organizations.
The positions on this table of organization refer to functions, rather tr4n
to actual people. Some problems of lost person search organization are given
celow, With the fUnctions assigned to solving them noted after.

1. Strategy and planning (CAP ~Lission· Coordinator, ASRC r.iission Coordinator.
representatives of other SAR org~~izations, and of course the Responsible
Agent)
2. Tasking out the strdtegy; tactics; recording essential information
(CAP Ground Operations Officer ~ld ASHC Operations Officer)

. J.

Coordinating air support (CAP Air Operations Officer)

4. ~!anaging people in the field and at base (ASRe Personnel Officer)

5.

Comr.unications (CAP and ASRC Comr.unications Officers)

6. ~anaging equipment and providing logistical support (ASRC Equipment Officer)

4-1
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CHAPTER FOUR

DOWNED AIRCRAFT SEARCH

4.0 GENERAL
Downed aircraft search missions constitute the majority of CAP Emergency Ser
vices (ES) missions. The CAP is generally acknowledged as the "expert" in air
search for downed aircraft. Ground search is also an important part of downed
aircraft SAR missions, but sometimes is neglected due to the strong interest in
air operations at many levels within the CAP. This chapter will provide a sketch
outline of downed aircraft SAR :nissions with emphasis on Ground Opera.tions.

4.1

MISSION STRATEGY
A downed aircraft search may be divided into the following phases.

PHASE
PHASE
PHASE
PHASE
PHASE
PHASE ~I

U

~I

1:
2:

31
41

Alert and Mobilization
Quick Response
Survey Searching
locale Searching
Withdrawal

Alert and Mobilization •

Before a call for a REDCAP (actual mission) comes to the Wing, arrangements
should be made for alerting and mobilizing the resources req,uired in Phase 1.
When the Mission Coordinator (r1C) decid.es a Quick Response (QR) is needed, the
QR resources, both air and ground, should respond without delay. It would be ideal
if these QR SAR units were available on a moment's notice. Perhaps a rotating
call system could be used for-pilots and observers, and a similar system for GSAR
team members. This would best be done on a regional, perhaps Task Force, level,
rather than having one air SAR un! t and one groUl'J,d SAR un! t attempt to cover the
entire state.
PHASE 1:

(Preliminary and) Quick Response

During the in! tial stages of the mission, the MC will usually repeat raJlP
checks at airports along the intended flight route of the missing aircraft. A
search of the intended flight route is made by an aircraft. Even at night. the
observer in the search aircraft may look for fires or lights, and check for ElT
signals, A Quick Response GSAR team is alerted and put on standby at their holle
base, or some other appropriate location. If an ELT signal, fire, or other good
clue is available, the QRT is immediately dispatched to the area. If during day
light (and sometimes at night). GSAR teams will be dispatched to do interrogat1on
along the route.
One of the primary tenets. of search and rescuo is that search is an eme~gencyt
The probability of victim survival decreases rapidly with time. Of those who sur
vive the- crash, the great majority will perish the first night. Since many CAP
aircraft will not be able to search effectively at night, search operations are
often postponed until the following morning. However. night operations 1nsti tu
ted as soon as possible offer a considerable chance of finding a victim still
alive. Instrument eq,uipped aircraft may conduct an electronic search for ElT sig
nals; or, if weather does not permit low-level flying, military aircraft may be
aVailable for a high-altitude ELT search.

Ground teams equipped With ELT locators
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be dispatched. to the area to conduct ELT search, and possibly interrogation
. -',
s~~
0
Ground teams should alwayS be s.spatched to the area if there is any possibil
ity that a find m&¥ be made. There is no point in searching unless ground teams
are available for rescue and evacuation. If an MC is ~ the victims are dead,
the mission should be terminated or conducted on a non-emergency basis, otherwise,
continue the mission properly. The prima:r:y' purpose of SAR is to save lives, not
to make "finds. If

may'

PHASm 2 J

Survey Searching

If the missing aircraft is not found during Phase 1, Phase 2 is initiated.
High probabillty areas are selected by the MC and air and ground SAR un1 ts are as
signed to individual "grids" using the Uniform Map System. (UMS) (see Chapter 8).
Air SAR un1 ts conduct a careful surve~ search, and ground SAR un1 ts perform inter
rogation, visual, and electronic (ELT) search.
Searching is the process of seeking information. This information, in turn;
leads to finding the search object. '1b consider that one is searching directly
for the search object may cause clues of vital importance to be overlooked. An
other prinCiple of importance primarily for lost person search operations, but also
true of some downed aircraft searches, is that the search object ~ be mobile;
lost people may, and usually do, wander; and victims of air crashes may walk awq
in an effort to obtain aid.
In any searc~, efforts should be concentrated in high-probability areas, that
is, areas having a high probability of containing the search object. I!l addition,
a:reas having a high probabiIity of harboring valuable information concerning the
search object's whereabouts must be searched. Note that these are not necessarily
the same; there is little chance that a downed aircraft is located at a Forest
Service fire tower, but the person stationed at the tower ~ provide valuable in
formation.
PHASE J I

Locale Searching

If an aircraft makes a possible sighting, it may be possible for GSAR teams
to be directed right to the crash site. Often, this is not the case, and the GSAR
team is faced with a situation in which only the general location of the suspected
crash site is known. In this case, the GSAR team must apply concentrated ground
search tactics, as described in Chapter 9.
PHASE 4:

Withdrawal

The mission is not complete until all SAR units are back at home base. and in
Phase ~ again.
RESCUE AND EVACUATION

One of the MC's responsibilities is to see than an adequate rescue and evac
uation capability is available, should the missing aircraft be found with s~r1vors
requiring medical aid. The following table provides rough estimates of resources
required for various rescue and evacuation tasks. This table indicates the iiffi
cu1ty of rescue and evacuation, and the large amounts of eqUipment and large num
bers of trained personnel required. Note, however, that a single Class B team
(\-)
can handle search, and rescue, but not necessarily evacuation. In general, any
"
Class B team should be able to provide medical and support aid. This aid will
make it possible to suspend evacuation operations until such tim.e as personnel and
equipment are available to evacuate the victims properly (i.e. without causing
severe stress to the victims).
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o

This assumes a crash site

t

4-)

mile from a road in rugged terrain but With good weather.

-

Task
Night ELT search (from vehicle)
Locale search
Rescue
1 victim
2 victims
3 victims
4 victims
Evacuation
1 victim
2 victims
3 victims
4 victims

Personnel
2
4+
2

3-4
4-5
5-6

9+
18+
27+
)6+

Equipment

...

ELT-df
Radios, personal field gear
Radios, trauma, &: extrication

"

"

"
1 Stokes &: evacuation set
2
s
"
s
3
"
4
"
s

The MC should arrange for a Class B team to be fairly near to any high-proba
bility area, so as to minimize the time between the location of a suspected crash
site and a Class B team's arrival. Additional Class B teams, and Class A teams or
ASRC teams, if possible, should be able to respond quickly to the scene to help
with the evacuation.
Helicopters may be of great use in rescue and evacuation. However, helicopters
are difficult to keep on standby during a long mission. Also, many crash sites
are not accessable to helicopters except by hoist. Many helicopters do not have
hoist capability, and those having it prefer to avoid using it if at all possible,
due to the great danger involved. The best way to use helicopters for evacuation
is to nave a' GSAR team move the victims overland to a place where a suitable heli
copter landing zone can be prepared. The helicopter then lands, and the GSA.R team
loads the victims.
The Appalachian Search and Rescue Conference, Inc. (ASRC) has rescue and evac
uation teams available for use upon request of authorized CAP Mission Coordinators
by calling their twenty-four hour phone number (804) 924-7166 (University of Virginia
Police). Those teams have a comprehensive rescue and evacuation capability. The
ASRC would prefer the following courtesies from CAP MCSI
1. Alert the ASRC as soon after a REDCAP is called as possible.
2. If possible. try to avoid COmmitting ASRC personnel to tasks that would render
them unable to respond to a need for their skills (e.g. interrogation tasks). The ASRC's
Quick Response team capability will often place a team on the scene early in the mis
sion. The team is at the disposal of the CAP MC; however, it should be freed for
locale search, rescue, and evacuation as soon as possible.
3. The training received by Virginia Wing GSAR personnel allows for easy ~er~er with
ASRC teams. An evacuation may call for a large combined team.
4. If appropriate, prearrange air transport for the ASRC team with the ASHe ~ssion
Coordinator.
4.2 OPERATIONS AND ORGANIZATION

Q

The organization of CAP Mission Staff for downed aircraft searches is covered
in detail in the CAP Emergency Services Manual (CAPM 50-15). The organization of
a CAP GSAR team is treated in detail in Chapter 2. This organization is di~ed
in figure 4-1.
Mission Base operations, including Ground Operations, are presently (1979)
being studied by Virginia Wing with a view towards streamlining and improving them.
Thus, little will be included in this edition of the GSAR manual. However, one

,------
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- Additional Mission Staff

COMM.
OFFICER
Additional radio
operators

_ _ _

TL
ATL
tftEDIC
RS

Team Leader
Assistant Team Leader
Medical Specialist
Rescue Specialist
flO Radio Operator
BO Base Officer
FIGURE 4-1:

_ __ Additional

GSAR Teams

*Although a Base Officer (BO) is a
member of a GSAR Team, he need not
be field qualified, as he will
stay with the vehicles, rather
than go into the field.

CAP Ground Team Organization

vi tal concern is the proper assignment of tasks to GSAR teams. The preser.~ '/enicle
Clearance Forms are woefully inadequate for this purpose. A draft replace~er.t
form is shown in figure 4-2. This form provides additional room for task-r~la~ed
information, and for the equipment checks that are supposed to be a part of ::-.e
Ground Operations staff duties.
4. J
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CHAPl'ER NINE
SEARCH TACTICS

9.0 GENERAL
...-//
Th1s Chapter discusaes a va.r1ety of search taaks that appear to be quite
different. '!bere are, however, so.. general principles that apply equally well
to most types of search t&ska, and it is worthwhile to consider these at the
outset. First, the team leader must assure that his team is actually performing
the task that was assigned to them. There have been instances in the past where
a team spent six hours searching the wrong area; perhaps the east side of a ridge
instead the west side of that same ridge, The best cure for this is, of course,
to pay close attention during your briefing and to carefUlly consult the assign
ment section of your Vehicle Clearance Form or Task Assignment Form when in doubt,
or even when r!2i in doubt. Second, your team should have a good idea of their
search objective, and you must ensure proper searching in your assigned area.
Not only should your team ~1ave a description of the person or plane, but they
should know the type of clues for which they are to search. For example, trees
with their tops clipped off when on a downed plane search; tracks, trash, or
evidence of a bivouac site when looking for a lost person. Searching for these
things thoroughly means looking in the correct manner, for example turning around
and looking backwards occasionally on a line search; it also mea.ns giving each
part of the search area equal attention, with special attention in those places
where clues might be especially evident (e,g. checking stream beds and swampy
areas for tracks, or stopping at country stores in an interrogation search).
\~
There is a tendency among most searchers to search the easy areas thoroughly and
to skimp when the team comes to more difficult conditions. Teams must be on
the alert for this constantly • .In a large line search with untra1ned searchers,
it is not unknown for three or four search lines to search the same area and go
right past the victim, merely because he is in a large clump of b::r:ush. An area
that has been searched badly is an area that must be searched again. Third. the
area your team searched must be accurately recorded in a manner that is meaning
Iul to the Mission Staff: this assumes particular importance in the later stages
of lost person search. An accurate drawing on a map is probably the best for
lost person searches. but this is often difficult unless your search area is
bounded by natural boundaries that are easy to identify on a map. For line
searches. an alternative is to mark the area with paper or plastic tape. as
described in the line search section. A search team that does an excellent ~oc
of searching but cannot accurately tell what area they searched isn't much
more use to the mission than a bad search team. Fourth and final is the proper
reporting of information. Anything which might be a clue should be reported to
the ~tl.ss1on Base. Do not evaluate the item yourself as being important or un1l11
portant--that is the Mission Coordinator's job. You should take care to separate
the objective and subjective parts of your report. For instance a "We found an
area next to the stream where the grass is matted down and branches are broken
off some bushes. If (Objective). "It looks like someone spent the night here
last night. II (Subjective). Unless you have some way of knowing that someone
did indeed spend the night there, and of knowing that i t was the person you are
looking for. DON'T say "We just found where he spent the night last night! It
TO sum up, we have identified four important principles that apply in
~eneral to search tasksz
(1)
Perform the task assi~ed to you.
(2)
Search nronerly. al'1.ci search for the right things.
(3)
?ecord accura'C~.J.y :rou::::- search area.
(4 )
Report pro-oerly anything that might be a clue.
As a team leader these items. along with the safety of your team, are your
responsibility. The Mission Staff and the victim depend on you to do your job well.

I.J··
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WST ·PEBSON SEARCH TACTICS-GENERAL

A general understanding. of lost person search strategy Will aid in the under
standing of lost person search tactics. The in1t1aJ. step in any search is the
gather1ng of important information, and part of this process in a lost person
search is termed. & "hastz search". Th1s refers more to the du:ration of the search
taak than to ~ particular tactic, & hasty' search is uSWLlly conclucted. by law
enforcement agencies before &1l)" search and. rescue organ1zations are called. in. A
hasty' search includes a quick check to see if the person is really lost, for
example by checking obvious places such as friends' homes, hospitals, and other
law enforcement agencies. A quick check for clues ma1 be made at the last re
ported location of the person, a parked car, or other obvious place. Often the
in1tial actions of a Qui~k Response Team (Q,BI) during a search ma1 be considered
a continuation of the hasty search, ,even though the team may be employing
various search tactics.
The first priority after the hasty search is to limit the area to be searched
~y containment.
The usual procedure is to calculate the maximum distance the
victim may have traveled in the time since lost, and to surround this area in such
a way as to prevent the victim from leaving the area unknown to the search effort.
and thus expanding the area to be searched. Often. features such as Wide rivers
and lakes, and distinct roads and trails, may be used for containment. Other times,
it is necessary to have road. or foot patrols regularly traverse the perimeter of
the area•. Sometimes, in heavily wooded areas, string With ma.rkers pointed toward.s
base camp may be used With success.
The first phase of major. search effort is termed. scratch searching after the
primary tactic employed. During this phase, efforts are directed. at finding a
victim who:!,., st1l1a11ve and verJ well maybe moving a.round. Small, fast Field.
Teams are sent out to search high probability areas. The team may be assigned to do
a' scratch search, that is, to search a point or a linear feature such as a tra1l,
ridge, or stream. The team might also be assigned to do a sweep search, that is.
a loose 11ne search of a small area; or, the team might be assigned to do a comcin
a tion of the two. During this stage, a tactic known as survey searching is also util
ized. This refers to the search of a large area :rom a single vantage point, for ex
ample, \~sual scanning from a firetower. Attract~on may also be employed (e.g. :uild
:~g a large fire on a prominent ridge at night ~c a~~ract the lost person).
If scratch searching fails, or if there are enough searchers to allow ~se of them
~n the next phase without pulling out the scratch search te~~s, the satura::o~ search
l:l! phase is instituted. During this phase, the en~ire search area is met:i.Cci!.ca.i.':"y
searched cy large line search te~~. As each small area is searched, i. t :'s ::-.ari<ed i::
tr-.e field a.."1d on a: map at Base Camp. so that the extent of :he search may :e a.ccurately
~udged.
Saturation search usually takes such time and ef:o~ that it is usua.i.':"y re
served for situations in which scratch searching seems not to be productive c: :l~es.
If at any time a good clue is found, the !'!ission Coorci.!.nator will se~:~s:y
consider the employment of trackers, either dogs or hurna.."l man-trackers. Jogs ..."!.::
r.a'le trained handlers and will usually require 1:. ttle assista."lce, but traci<e::'S .."!.:::..
usually ask for two searchers (preferably With so~e tracY~ng knowledge) as ass!s
ta::ts. Thus, trackinlil: :nay be considered a ty:pe o:~ search task.
Search dozs, as contrasted to tracking dogs, do not follow a scent on :~e
ground. They are trained to follow airborne scent; any person in the searcn 1......&
Will be found by these dogs. Unlike tracking dogs, they do not need. a "key" or
charac·teristic scent article for the victim..
Searchers in lost person searches will be- ::"ooking for the same type 0: :~~~~s,
::'0 ::;at"':.e:' ;.;hat t::,e cf task ":.hey ::a"e been ass:..;::ei.
f..:".y ":.y?e of clue :::a~' ·::e.s~::··~:
25 a s-::a2.... ..f;:..:--.. g ;:o:..:l'~. :.. :~ 3. :r'!.·:ker', O~ -;::2..y ser",-: tc ,~",; ...", :::e sea.==h area iO";.7: :'=~.:-..a.
::.c.=':':'~· :y' ;=ov:'i!.:-.. f 3.. ;w.o~s ~9C~!:~ :oca~:'or.. :or -:':.9 ·;:..c-:~;;"\.
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par carefUl attention to areas that may be especially conducive to clues. such as a
muiidy spot on a trail. Usually. search tea..m.s Will alternate calling the name of the
lost person With periods of silence and listening. All clues should be marked With
nagging I the standa.rd. is to place three separate flags next to each other in the
vicinity of the clue for future reference. 'The nap are usually placed. at eye
level on a tree lilIlb. As each clue is found by a searcher, the ue1gned Field Ted
Leader (F'l'L) makes a prel1ndna.rr evaluation whether or not the clue may apply to
the current search. For instance. a rusty beer can which has been in place for at
least several weeks is not worthy of being considered a elue in the real sense.
Only those clues which bear upon the present search are tagged and reported. Ob
viously. this puts the burden of this evaluation on the shoulders of the team leader.
Team leaders should carefully consider the consequences of disregarding a real clue,
and should make decisions aecordingly. When in doubt, mark and report a clue.
When a clue is found. the FTL must make sure that his team does not destroy tracks
that may lead to and from the clue. If an obvious track leads from the clue. this
fact must be mentioned in the, report.

9.2

HASTY SEARCH

A hasty search, if carried out by a QaT, must be planned "on the spot I t . and
usually the initial instructions are given by the Mission Coordinator, With the
Quick Response Leader consulting ,With the MC and modifying the initial assignment
based on new information. Since the type of tactics to be employed. are chosen by
the MC from among the other types of search tactics, no one tactic can be singled
out as being a "hasty search tactic". However, one type of tactic mostly used. for
hasty searches, the expanding square (or expanding circle) will be deSCribed. The
expanding square search is used to search an area around a point for clues; for in
stance. the point might be the victim's car or truck parked along a backwoods road.
Searchers form a loose line and pivot around the point. As they reach their initial
position, they move out and search in a circle surrounding the circle initially
searched: (see figure 9-1)
~. .
This search tactic is only useful for small search
Sxoanding
~.;....:::-.....
areas. as it quickly becomes cumbersome as the cir
Ci;cle Search . . '.' -:.:.::::::~
cu~erence of the circle increases. A ·/a....""iation of
~::'.""a'7\\
~his ~own ~ "cutting for tracks" invol'/es searching
t J}1 ~. '\
~n a w~de c~rcle around a clue. and check!::g for
t-,·.ttt_.··.'. i.•'.
track~ crossing... the ci~cle. The p~nciple of "cut
ting _or, sign.. ( .. rack~) also may apply ~o ~:~er types
~,~'~
of searc~ tac.ics. ror examp~e, a scra:c~ s~arch
Figure 9-1
~,~
(see oelow) may be sent across the v1ct1~'s ;rabable
line of travel, rather than along it.
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SCRATCH SEARCH

A scratch search is v~ly carried out by a small, quick Field Team; it ~s a
search of a point or a linear feature. If a point is to be searched, an expand.i!'lJ!
square or circle is usually appropriate. (See section 9-2) The team does ~ot ~k
search area boundaries, but marks the center of the small swathe they have sea-~~~d.
Of course, if the linear feature is a well-defined feature (e.g. a trail) t~4t :s
marked on the map and easily followed in the field, there is no need to put up ::.ags.
However, if there is any chance that a second Field Team might have difficulty fol
lowing in your team's footsteps, put up an occasional flag, especially at pl&cea
(e. g. forks in a stream t a Wide ridgeline) that may be confusing. The usual rro
cedure for a scratch sear~h is to have one searcher (qUite often the FTL) ~~:d~
(\
,,:1 the center of the feature, 3.!'ld to ha.'re -:'he other searchers just ,;,1 thin '/!.SUa..l
v
distan~e on either side of ~~e feature.
The FTL should continually monitor ~~e
team's progress on a map, so he can instantly locate a clue, trail. etc. accurately
on the map.
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SURVEY SEARCH

SUrvey searching generally refers to the visuaJ. sca.nn1ng of an area from a
vantage point. Survey searching may be effective dur.l.ng th8 ~ or at night.
Corus1demble perserve:ance andsta.m1na are required, as long hours of watching ma.y
be neoeU&1"1' howeveZ'. the occaa1oDal joy of siCht1Dg an obvious distress signal
Jll&kes the e,...t%'a1,n heada.chea of 11ttle consequence.
.
Dar SU1"V'ey search is relat1vely more simple than niiht search, but searchers
should pnen.11y wear ISUZlCluse. or sogiles. and tracl. otf shifts. A regul.ar
routine of scann1 ng should be adopted. In general b1n.oculara or similar devices
should be used only to investigate suspicious areas, rather than for continuaJ.
scanning.
Night survey search requires a basic knowledge of eye physiology. A simp11
fied account follows. The human eye~onta.1ns two types of light sen~or~, rods for
black and whi t.e (night) vision, and S2!!!!., for color (day) vision. V1siot'l'""1S
created by the breakdown. of a substance known as rhod.otls1n or visual wrple bT
incoming light. This suhtance1s gradual:y recombined.; strong light may break :1 t
do~~ a ~eat deal, resulting 1n temporary b11ndness.
I~ bright light, most of the rods (black and white vision) are "washed out"
and in~ffect1 ve; the cones provide us wi th our visual a.01li ty. It takes a while for
the rods to build up rhodopsin and become effective; thus the requirement for "dark
adaptation" when entering a dark room from bright sunlight. Dark adaptat10n takes
roughly twenty minutes. Obviously, using a flashlight to read a map. etc. will
z.uin night vision; however, rods are quite insensitive to red liiht, so red f!.l ters
on flashlights are quite appropriate; these lights may then be used. with minimal
destruction of night visualab1lity.
The fovea. or optic pit, is the most "accurate" part of our eyes; this 1s the
area at the center of our visual field, where vision 1s clearest. However. this
area is devoid of rods. Therefore, night vision is better towa:--d. the ~ of the
visuaJ. field. Staring at an object at night may actually cause it to 'disappear~
When strain1ng to see in verI dark conditions. the eyes exhibit a motion
k.'lOwn as involuntar;y nysta..;:mus; that 1s, the eyes "t'w1tch" back and forth sl!.~htly
~dthout the searcher's awareness.
This phenomenon is the p~~/ reason cor.stant
:-ed lights have been re:pla.ced with blinking ones on aerial obstntctions •
. See Cr.apter Fourteen 0:" i-:ay's :·:oun'tain Search "'ld Rescue :'echr''':'c'..l.es :"c:- a.
more ieta.iled trea'tment of !'light searchir.g.
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SWEEP SEARCH
A sweep search is a saturation search of a small a.rea. 'by a small ':.ea..:::. ::-'e search
is ·.•icif!-spaced. (often beyond visible ::-ar..ge, but ;,;i-:::i~ hea.r!.:'.g range) a.s ~-:. ~.! a cuick
sea.rch for ob'/1ous clues or a. responsive !,ri,c'tim. If ':.he area ioes not. i".a::e :::ea.rly
defined natural bounda.r:1es that may be i::.dicated on the :::a~. :::e bounda..r:.'!$ s:".c·..;:'d. be
flagged \.r1th double flags, as wit.h a. line search. A Field :'ea..'!: Will mos: ::::-:'e~ ':e as
si~ed to do either a sweep search of a small area or alon€ a
particular sec:~:::~ of a
linear feature where ~ore concentrated search thar. :r~'t of a s:.ngle sc:-a:=~ sea.rch is
iesired. :'he beg:.nning a.~d end of tr.e. ~weep should be :na=ked alene tr:e :::- ea.: feat.ure
with double ~la.gs, as should the boundaries of the area. It rAS been :C~i.: :y ~xper1:::ent that several .." ide-spaced searches are more e£!'ic:"ent tha.."'l a single c:'cse-s;:a,ced
search. !n wide-spread searches. searchers can n2! cover ever/ square foc~ :~ :errain,
nor should they.
9.6 LINE SEARCH
A l!.::.e !!~.:.:-ch :'5 a. .satu:-a.tion sear::::!": of
la:-~e area. :j' a. ::"arge tea.."':.
:-'".e
"~',,-:--. :5 ::;~I::' '..1; ''';':.~. :-~ ,::..::.. ~e:-.;.!"c:~~~s ~c:.~. l.~l.:~.~ :~;.:ed. (SetS- ·:e:~:·: :"':~ :':::"O=~2.~:":~ :-,:.~:
..
...) .;'!. ::: -:>:: ~>:=~
r. :.: ::~.e ?:L. 'I;~~C s:.a:,·z C~-: -::'" ::-~.; :.:.~:;, a.::i '": ·.~'C ....t_:-:~_":':':
·/;'\'"'.C sta.y :-:ext to -:.!"'.e I::nd sear~!1e=s.
r~e F::" is res;or.si::'e :"or ::!.!'le st:a.!.g~.~::,=~s
''':.~:' ::~:..::':~~, ~.:--.:. t;,,~:; ·..·.:.:~.€~.s:-. 3.~e ::,~z:pc::s:':l":: :""::::- ~.~=Y':':. ; -::--.': ·~':~.:.::.:'a==-'3~ c:~ -:~-.~ :~:..=:h
,s',Ie-:: :,,:, ::: ::.a.~~:"~. g
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contour search and grid search.
Contour search is most commonly used With irregular search areas and in moun
tainous or hilly terrain. To use this method, the team is lined up along one boun
dary of the search area. For the purpose of discussion. we will assume the search
area to be a square area on a mountainside. with pre-established bounda.r1es. .Adap
tation to a diffe:rent shape or topograpl\T is usual~ fair~ simple. To retum to
the exaaple, we have our team lined up and down one of the bounc:t.aries, With one
Wingman on a comer. The team is lined up so as to be up and doWl1, rather than
across the slo
See fi
2 for ela.:r:1fication). The team works its way
across the slope f With the downhill wing
man placing double flags (this is the search
area boundary) and the uphill wingman
placing single flags. (See figure 9-3).
When the team reaches the opposite side of
the area. the team pivots and searches the
next higher swathe. This puts the old top
wingman in the bottom wingman pasition,
where he can take ~p the flags he placed
on the earlier sweep. When the team pivots,
the wingmen put double flags at the end of
the sweep to mark the boundary. This con
tinues until the entire area has been sear
ched. On the last sweep, the uphill wing
man places double flags. Thus all of the
single flags are taken up by the wingman
having placed them, and the entire search
area is outlined with double flags, Should
..
flags
the search task be interrupted for any rea
:;::::::::;::::::
son, it is a fairly simple matter to pick
up where the task was stopped. This is
called a contour search because the team
works its way across the hillside. rather
.:::'::::::::;;::::: .::"::::::::::;':;;:
than up and down. When the bottom boun
dar! is irregular. the team can "contour"
across the b~llside. staying at the same
elevation.
Note that only a few searchers are
There are two prima.:r.""! problems tr.at
shown for purposes of clarity.
are encountered '~th this type of searchl
~~ost line search teams consist of
first. the team always tends to compress
10-15 searchers.
downhill; the FTL iTlUst constar.t1y ·...-ork
against this. The second problem is man
aging the pivots between sweeps. There
are two main methods for accomplishing
SEARCH AREA
this manuver. The team may either pivot
around the end wingman, or may file past
the stationary wingman and reform in rev
erse order on the other side. The problem
of pivoting grows larger with the size of
N
Single flags
the Field Team, as does management in gen
removed
eral. For this reason, a line search team
I
5~~~~
usually consists of ten to fifteen search
ers, rarely more.
When the terrain is level enough so
that contour searching '~ll not result :~
n,
e
'1 •.. ".,., )
a sig::1i':ic<Ult saving of energy :or t:-.e
searchers. or when there are few available
landmarks for search area boundaries, a
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ings dete$ned by COlllp&Ss) as the search area bound.ar1es and for the guidance of
wingmen. Otherwise t the procedure is the same as for contour search.
The speine between searchers is determined by the Vi51bill ty within the
search area. U your area consists of two or lIIOre distinct sections with different
types and densities of 'blush, it.ma;r be protl table to search each sub-area separately
with a Wferent spac:1J:2C'. If only one or two smal.l sections are lIIOre brusb1' than the
rest, it w111 probabl7 be best to deal w1 th these as you coma to them by stopp1nc the
search l.1ne and l:1u:m1ng a m:l..D.1-search th:ough the brush, then re-form:i.ng the lin.
where it stopped. When settinc a spacinc. you should be gu1ded by your bnefine at
Base Camp. If this is a line search early in the mission, you will probably be
asked to use wide spae1ngr that is, to have your searchers just w1 thin visual range,
or perhaps beyond. This represents the most efficient use of manpower when you
must search a large area quickly for a Victim or obVious clues. In later stages of
the search, it. may be necessary to resort to close spacing, where all of the ground
between each searcher can be scanned by one or possible two searchers. UsuaJ.ly, the
FTL ..'111 merely be given a search area, a group of searchers, and will be told to use
Wide spacing or close spacing. The rest of the decisions are left up to the FTL; it
is his responsibility to see that the entire assigned search area is searched with
the assigned degree of thoroughness, is properly marked, and aJ.l clues are properly
marked and recorded.
When moving the search line along the sweep, a set of standa.:rd. calls is used
to facilitate control of the line. When the line is ready' to go, the F'l'L calls
"FORWARDl ", the command is echoed by the searchers up and down the llne, and the
line moves forward. If, for any reason, a searcher ',o/ants the line to stop, he merely
calls "§1'Q!!". !!J;t. searcher ma.y caJ.l "STOP!", but only the FTL may call "FORWARD".
Once the line has stopped, the FTL ascertains the cause for the stop (usually a
possible clue for inspection) and,when he is ready for the line to continue, caJ.ls
'~EADY RIGH'I"'?".
This command is echoed, searcher by searcher, down to the right
wi.'lgman. If he is ready to proceed, he calls "RIGHT READY:" and this call is passed,
searcher by searcher, back to the FTL. If, for any reason, a searcher on the :right
is not ready, he merely does not pass on the call. In a few minutes, the F'I'L Will
start the sequence again. The same procedure. with the calls "READY LEFT'" and "b&lI
READ"!!" is followed for the left side of the line. The FT1 may then move the line
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Contai!'lment tasks may invo::'ve foot or ·'ehic:!.e pI:. trols, d.epending on whether or
are a7ai1able as bound2-~es. Tte purpose of containment 1s to keep t~e
3:a:::;ch. ,area from expa."1ding, and this is done cy I::on~inuall:r patroling the :ot:..n:.a..::.es
0:" ~he area in such a ',;ay as to make sure that the ,r:..cti:!: '..r'_ll :;.ot cross the ':xlU:i
darles ;;i thout being picked up, or at least !-.i.s passage bei!'lg noted. The :':.!.ssion
Coordinator's evaluation of the Victim's mental condition w~ll affect the tY?e o~
containment that must be done; a seasoned hUnter will !'lot cross a road and continue
back into the Wilderness: a small child or mentally unstacle person might do so.
Contai:unent patrols will be checking for the Victim :-.i!TlSel: walking down a ro&li ::l!."
trail, ar.d -,dll be looking !or eVidence that he may :-.a.ve crossed or ente=ed the road
or "trail. LeaVing notes giVing directions to Ease Camp may prove useful, as ::a.j.
stay!.ng at a promi.r.ent trail junction in the midst of I:. ....1 .ld area (a camp-in). ::
few roads or trails are to be found, long strings with arrows pointing to bue Ca.:::lP
on them may be used for containment. The exact type of containment will be deter
minedey the Mission Coordinator or Operations,Officer, and the team leader Wil: be
given specific inst:uctions :y the Mission Staff off!cer who briefs him.
~O~ ~~ads
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:s s. t.::..sk !'~qui~~~ spec:'al 3i''':'2.25. =..."":.ci a.~~1 :onember ",-l~O .f~-::: ":e
't.:":: =ecs:" "Ie s?ecial tra.!r':"~€ i::. :'!':.e -:a:-:ics to :e used. ·Ji~.e::

a tracke:::; on a trac~ng task. the i~;ortant t~ng to rememcer is to ~
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mess up the tracks. Unless instructed otherwise, you should follow in the tracker's
footsteps (literally), and be careful not to touch the tracks he has marked. The
tracker will usually brief you in detail as to what he expects.
Should you come across a track during the course of some other type of task,
do your best to protect it from your team and others in the area. Report any dis
tinct tra.cks to Base Camp immedia.tely. if in a. rela:t1vely untraveled area.

9. 9

TRACKING DOCS

Tracking dogs rely on ground scent to follow the track of a lost indiVidual.
Usually, a "key" or uncontaminated item of the Victim's cloth1ng is required, in
order to allow the dog to follow the proper track. Scent tracks ~ be destroyed
by dry heat, rain, or other tracks. The effectiveness of tracking dogs varies
widely with training and search conditions. In general, the use of tracking dogs
requires a "hold" on all other search operatj,ons, so as not to destroy the track.
9.10

SE.A.RCH OOGS

Search dogs, as contrasted to tracking dogs, sense airborne scent. Although
they may be able to "key" on a particular scent, most search dogs will find any
person in the search area. Search dogs are usually used in a type of very wide
grid-type search, with search paths per
pencl.1cular to the prevaill~ wind. Any
dog fincl.1ng a scent "cone" (see figure 9-4)
will follow it to the source.
Accord1ng to the American Rescue Dog
Association (ARDA), only German Shepherds
are suited for th1s type of work, and con
siderable care must be exercised in the
selection and training of a candidate
puppy. Search dogs have two main advan
t~es over tracking dogs,
(1) Other search tactics may be used at
the same time, with little or no iecrease
in efficiency, and
(2) Search dogs have an extremely high
find rate, compared to tracking dogs.
Figure 9-4 Search Dog Use
9.11

DQ1..HtED PIANE SEARCH TACTICS--GENEF/AL

Search on the ground for downed aircraft can be divided into two main clusi
fications: large area search and close-in search. Ground search of a large area
usually involves the simultaneous use of three distinct ground search tactics, ~nter
rogation, visual, and electronic. The team usually drives through the assig:'led area
in a search pattern, scanning the vi sible terrain for signs of an aircraft crash,
moni tOring for Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT) signals with a directional !"!cei vel',
ani stops at appropriate houses, stores, etc. and requests verbal information fiom
the residents (interrogation).
Once the approximate location of the crash site has been determined by obser
vation from an aircraft, by' an ELT signal, or by' Visual sighting by' a team, the job
of actually getting to the crash site remains. and i t the site is far away from roads,
can be quite difficult. Often special ground search tactics (locale search) a-~
::8cessa:ry to come '.r~on the actual crash 5i te, even though the general area has ·:p."!n
i::di cated.
9.12

IN'I'ERBOGATION SEARCH
Interrogation search is the questioning of people throughout an assigned area.
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in repzda to .WlUsual oceu:renc;es which may relate to the search.

It is usually
ca.rr1ed. out in conjunction With Visual and often With electronic search. The search
is usually cond.ucted.W1th the use of a vehicle and a small teu; the teu travels
through the area, stopping at selected. locations and questioning the people there.
Several important' principles apply to interrogation search.
(1) IdentifY Y'OuneU. Don't get youneU shot. At night,sh1ne a light on yourAU; wear 1'OUl: ASIC patch (or your CAP un1f'orm) to reassure your inform&Z1t.
(2j Beware of' an1al ••
(4' Close Ut1 gates you open; letttng cattle escape is 'bad' public relationa.
(
Do not volunteer information. It is d1:f':f'1cult to sort out the u:nrelated. leads
and hoaxes from t1'Ue leads. Compa.r1ng lead. information With known facts is the
prima.:r::r method. of selecting good leads; giving out information to informants
destroys the effectiveness of this selection process.
(S) Get details or the informant: name, 'address, phone number, etc. A CAP Form
106 (Ground Interrogation Report) is useful for this.
NormallY the interrogation function is thought of as the process of asking
questions to obtain information to,befed to the baae. When a team finds an inter
rogation lead they often are not sure what to do following the lead except to con
tinue to ask questions in the local area. Time and effort can be saved by utilizing
search tec~~ques employed by ground searching in the field and by aircraft.
When directed to interrogate in a given area the team leader has a number of
decisions to make. Among these are: How often should. the team stop and question
people'? How far off the given roacls should the team proceed (Me's Will almost always
direct a search from road maps and will choose main or second.a.ry roads that bound
a given area.) And, what does the team do if a lead. is found'?
The number of stops should be dete~ned by the likelihood of ga.1ning infor
mation. Stores, taverns, gustations, and quiet residential areas would make good
stops. Choos1ng every quarter milecrevery fifth house,is an arbitrary way of making
the selection. It issomet1mes necessary to make this kind of choice in a subu.rban
area with a multitudeofhouses,however, the team should not be so set on f1n1sh1ng
the assigned area that they fai~ to consider going back to question a potential lead.
When a lead is located the team reports to baae the information and then IIIllSt
consider its next mov~unless other orders come from Base Camp: If no such d.i:ection
is given then the team leader should plot the lead en hilll (preferably tOpog::aphiC)
:liap. It is then ~se to inter=ogate on either side ot the lead to see i: ver:.:!.ca
tion'can b~ obtained. Having obtained the direction of travel of the lead.:t :5
'possible to extend the line of flight ~,d see where it might lead. The team =ay
choose to proceed to the next closest point the flight path might cross a :oad. ~,d
proceed a.long that road from their present location to see if further infor:::a.t!.on
mi€ h t be gained. This tec~Jdque has been used in the past to find other !ea~s and
":.rac:: th!': ai;:,cra.f~ resul ti:::@' 1n a. find·.
If this method does not produce additional leads, an aircraft may then
search the ter=a1n betlieen the roads that have been inte::rogated. If nothi!"~ :5
:ound the team may then employ an expanding square search pattern (see sect:'o:-: ?4).
interrogating for additional information away from the initial lead. It:s:~
'Uortant that the lead be evalua.ted by +,he Mission Ease before the above proce~il.:.:e !.s·
;e~~n as much time mi£ht be wasted using.this method if the informant gave !.~!o=
~~tion tr4t is not co~~ata:le 'Nith other teams' inuuts, or with data the base ~A~
tr~t i3 not available to the team in the field. 0; the other bal'ld, a good lead ......:.1
often indicate more in the same area.
When a lead is located te&Jl1 members should not become so excited about it that
they fa.1l to obtain exact as possible information. For' example, in a recent search,
a team discovered a hot lead, but it wasn't un~il a second thought by the team :eader
$""~t tr.e i~te!.!.'Ogatcr ba:::k to discover the person who gave t!;e lead lived !.:: a:.c":.:-.er
a:~:'~ ~~::. ~·::.S ·...:.~i t:..::€
"',~~e :1c~se for Su::'.i,:.:," ii:-:..;':: •
.':'.ic.:" "'. :"0 !'": 3.::j. , :~:~ :"e3...: :€l.de~ ca:: ~c!':.duc~ ca.:'eiul visual searches :!'O~ :--.!.€:"'.
=,,:':-.":s I call !.n airc=aft I and. as a last resort e::lplcy a scrateh search throu;r. !.
;:~::r· . . .'~t :lrea. ::~e !;:::'t~= is a . las,,: reSOI"t due to the ~x-:.e~3i·'f"e t!.me =equi=~~. ;":::.SS1.=Cil or. :00": ".Iil: ;:o~su:::e € = eat a.."nou!'".ts of ti~e a..'id <:nergy I and thus sno1.l:=' ::o~ be
used unless a !".1gh carta.!.::.ty exists that ;;ill justify this expend! tu::e.
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9-9

VISUAL SEARCH

As mentioned previously, visual search is often combined with interrogation
search. Visual search is a sUZ"Vey search carried out from a vehicle. When driving
along a road providing a good view of the surrounding area, the dr1 ver should slow
sO that riders -7 scan the terra:ln. Usually a rider should be assigned to one side
or the other, and. teu ••ibers should alte:rna.te turns at scanning. Occasional stopa
at pa.rt:1cula.rl;r good. views are often wa.rran.ted..
Possible visual clues inclUde.
Pieces of wreckage (large or sall).
Presence of smoke by sight or smell.
Unusual sounds.
'Broken or disturbed trees or underbrush.
Presence of scavengers (animals or birds).
Fuel, oil, brake .£luid, etc., by smell or sight.
Decomposition odors.
Signs of human passage or occupancy of an area.
Landslides.
Horsetails caused by the wind blOwing loose snow or sand over an obstruction.
Unexplained break in terrain contour or conditions.
Personnel (especially those obviously dazed, wandering, or not dressed for the
terrain).
(13) 'Blackened areas (even a single tree among green trees).
(14) local discoloration of foliage.
(15) Signals. Remember that survivors may use many ways to signal possible rescuers
depending on their tra.1ning, physical condition, and signal 1ng devices on hand.
A vehicle (especially one in rough terrain) can be heard for lDaZly miles. Some
other signals to be alert for include banging or thumping on metaJ. or fabriC,
shouting, whistles, signal mirrors, flags, kites, etc. 'Be alert for anything
that might be a clue.
Clues should be reported; often, an aircraft may be able to provide resolution
of a possible sighting with ease. This should always be considered before striking
out on foot.
9.14
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ELECTRONIC SEARCH

Electronic search, also known as ELT search, is the use of radio recd vera and
directional antenna systems (known as direction-finding or DF equipment) to ~~~de
as to the location of the aircraft. Every aircraft has an Emergency locator 7:::a:.s
m1tter (E1T) designed to start sounding a distinctive signal after a crash. :e~
'rrl th ELT-DF capability may combine it with interrogation and visual search, to
carry out triple-mode ground search tasks.
During vehicle travel, the E:LT locator should be attached to an omni-direc
tional antenna. mounted on the v~hicle. Failing this, an antenna may be held ou't a
window, but this is much inferior to a good mobile antenna. One team member snould
continuously monitor the E:LT locator, using earphones and E£ squelch. Often the
signal is deep in the noise. Stops at high points may be productive;
a direc
tional antenna array may be used, and the ELT locator taken away from the vel".!.c:e.
If a signal is heard, a compass bearing should be taken on the signal direc
tion. This should then be called in to the Mission 'Base. An interesting fact is
that initial readings tend to be very a.ccurate, more so than ~ subsequent oneal
The team has two choices.
(1)
The team may move a good distance (at least t mile), take another bea.r!.:"~.
','.,_'
and do so again. These three bearings should be carefully plotted onto 3.
,J
(topographic) map. If they intersect fairly closely. the team should then
take the shortest route to this area.
(2)
The team may go in the general direction of the first bearing, taking addi tional
readings along the way. This process is, in general, more tedious than (~).
One problem often encountered is trAt of reflection from nearby mountains. A
topographic map may aid in interpretation of bearings, by indica.ting possible renec

•
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tiona.

There a.re JII8l3Y nferences aVailable with details of ELT search, see section

9.16.

9.1S IDCAL'&l SEARCH
IDeale search 1s concentn:ted g:rounci search for an a1rcratt cruh s1 te. Ma.I:1y
tactics lII8iV be apprcp:r.late t depending on the s1 tuation. ELT search lII8iY' be con
tinued into the field if indicated. If a bearing and. distance is provided. 'by an
aircraft, a simple scratch search along the azimuth may' work. If the 51 te is not
located within the distance indicated by the aircraft, an expanding square search
may be indicated. If the team can make itself visible to aircraft. the aircraft
may be able to direct the team r:1.ght to the site. No matter what tactic is employed,
the team must provide directions for additional teams; a trail marked by fla.gg1ng
is often appropr:1.ate.
9.16
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--Keith Conover

January 1982

As the boa;, of scientific lost person search theory grows, our
search tactics DJLlst change. "Scientific search" a.ffects not only the
Mission Cool:d1:aator and the Operations Officer, but the Field. Team
Leader and grunt searcher as well.
One new concept is the statistical approach to strategy. When
we are faced With a lost person situation and we know the Point Last
.§!!!! (PLS), we may use several strategic approaches to select high
probabili ty areas for urgent search. For instance, we might inquire
into the put history of the areal where do lost people around here
usually end up? Is it on one particular trail, down in a certain
ravine, or along a specific riverbank? If so, we have used a type of
historical approach for our strategy. On the other hand, we might
investigate the past behavior of this particular search subject.
Is he likely to go downhill, uphill, to follow a trail, or to head
cross-country? If he has been lost before, what happened then?
Is he fascinated by waterfalls? Again, we are using a type of
historical approach to search strategy.
Obviously, both types of historical approach will be used in
arriving at an ultimate ~.h strategy, as Will information from
other approaches and from:JU's!f"i;>la1n intuition, and Sl?erienc.s.. A
problem sometimes arises during planning the strategy, the problem of
how exactly to balance out the different information, and sometimes
how to balance out the strategic opinions of the members of the Mission
Staff. A formal method of balancing out the different opinions has
been developed by Bob Mattson, called the Mattson Consensus Method (not
by Bob). Briefly, it works like this;
The Mattson Consensus Method in Brief
We have divided our search area into five subareas I A, B,
D, and E. Each of our three Mission Staff members (MC, 00,
and Responsible Agent) assignsa percent probability to each sub
area, with the proviso that his five probabilities (A through E)
total 100 percent. We add the three probabillties for each area,
and divide by three (for three Mission Staff members); all we do
is calculate the average probability for each area. The final
average for each area is the basis for our search priorities,
and we assign teams to the high priority areas first.

e,

--

Me

Total

00

RA

A 10%
B 20~

2.5%

20%

55 .. 3

2~

15~

e

20~

1.5%

D

3~

25%
25%

55 • 3
60 .. 3
95 • 3

E

2~

4~

5% 10%
100~ 100% 100%

Average

=
=
=
=
=

35 .. 3
300% .. 3 =

18~
18~
20~

3~

12%
100%

(:J
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I started out a couple of paragraphs 880 prom1sing to talk about
a new approach to strategy, the use of statistics. Various se&%'Ch a:a.d
rescue orpm,zations, notably the National Association for Search and
Rescue and. ita affiliates, are gathering in:f'o:rmation on lost person
searches. Grouped by catego1"1 of person lost, this information tells
whether the lost people tend to go uphill, down hill, or on the same
elevation, a:a.d how far they went in that direction, measured "as the
crow flies~" Thus, rather than relying on subjective impressions of
what our search subject might do, we have objective data about what
people like our subject actually do when lost. These statistics
give us a firmer base on which to theorize. For instance f the original
set of statistics, gathered aniprocessed by the late Bill Syrotuck a:a.d
presented in AnaJ.ysis of Lost Person Behavior.
Aid to Se&%'Ch
Plan.niPl' give us the follOwing prediction. If we are looking for a
small child (1-6 yeare old) in relatively flat terrain, the highest
probability zone is not near the Point Last Seen, but is a. "doughnut"
or circular strip between;1 a:a.d 1.6 miles from the PLS in all directions.
If the child were older, between 6 and 12, and in mountainous terrain,
the highest probability area would be between 1 and 2 miles dOwnhill;
the probability he is near the PLS is similar to the probability he is
2 miles downhill from the PLS. Thus the statistical approach gives us
some l:Ough idea to start fl:Om, and ~ help modify' our "common sense"
by what really happens to lost people. Understanding this idea may
perhaps help you understand the rationale behind some futile-seeming
task assignments.
The most important new search concept for you to appreciate is that
of non-thorough search, ,and wh;y it is important .!!2! to use thorough
search tactics except as a last resort. This may seem counter
intuitive, because common· sense "tells us to search hard and meticu
lously., Whenever we are trying to do something which is vi tally
important, especially a life-or-death matter like search and rescue,
we tend to do our best to give our all, and to do the very best job
we can. T1:)1s usually means taking time to do things right, to double
check all the knots, and to make sure all our vertical rescue systems
have backups. However, for efficient search,we must search quickly
and superficially. especially early in the search. The reasoning
behind this is logicals
1. Early in a search, we are looking for a responsive victim
who wants to be found, or at least one who will make his
location Visible.
2. We have a'limited number of trained search teams.
:3. A given team can cover a small area thol:Oughly With clOse
spaced line search, or a larger area With wider spacing or
scratch and sweep tasks.
4. A responsive victim, or an obvious one, can be found as easily
by a non-thol:Ough search as by a thol:Ough one (or almost as
easily) •
If you Will grant that this reasoning is acceptable, then early in a
search, we should use non-thol:Ough methods such as scratch and sweep
tasks to cover a large area quickly. Phase 2 of the SAROP, Scratch a.r.d.
Survey Searching, reflects this orientation. Anyone who has been on a.
mission With the ASRC pl:Obably appreciates this.
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Good examples illustrating the importance of scratch searching
aboundr just recent17, a search at Mount Rogers began with a big line
search, rather than With scratch searches of high probabtlity areas.
The subject was found, but she was dead by that time. (Or so I heard;
1£ I am wrong in sa;y1ng this, 1.Il1 apologies to all concerned. However {
I could cite other, but less recent, examples from lIlT own experience.)
We may extend the idea of non-thorough search a b1 t further, and
reach a result even further from "common sen.... search ideas. Let • s
say we've sent scratch teams to the PLS, and along higb-probability
trails and ravines, but these tea.ma have turned up noth1ng. At this
point, tra.d1.tional search methodology would have us start close-spaced
line searches (saturation search) of high probabUity areas. However,
the best, most efficient strategy is to use our manpower in very Wide
spaced sweeps/line searches through the high probability. Of course.
cloee-spaced and Wide-spaced are ambiguous terms, but close spaced
generallY' means 3 to 10 meter spacing (10-)0 feet) depending on brush,
and Wide spaced means 10 to )0 meter spacing. A close-spaced line search
expects to pick up ever:! clue in its search area, Whereas a Widespaced line cannot possiblY' view every square beter through which it
passes. It is more efficient to search an area several times With Wide
spacing than once With close spacing. given that the number of searcher
OUrs expended in each are the same. This true for finding clues as well
as bodies, and the calculations below are based on finding small clues.
If we assume a responsive victim, then Wide spaCing looks even better.
As With scratch searching, Y'ou have the add1 tiona! advantage of
searching the entire high pro bability area or areas "once over quicklY'''
during the earlY' stages of the search, increasing the chances Y'ou Will
find a responsive subject while the subject is still responsive.
To help Y'ou visualize and appreciate this concept, look at Figure 1 &
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RJD: 90% after 3 brs. 4, min.
(one sweep of area)

A.
Figure 11 ProbabilitY' of Detection (RJD)
of an unconscious subject vs. time for
thorough and non-thorough sweeps of a .2
mi. x .2 mi. area.

:roD. 50% after 45 min.
(one sweep of area)
75% after 1 br. )0 min.
87.5% after 2 brs. 15 min.
93.?% after 3 brs.
96.?% after 3 brs. 45 min.
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c)

The great advantage of Wide-spaced (non-thorouch) searching, as in
1 (B), is B2! that a team Will real.l.y sea:r:ch the same area. 5 t1.mes in
succession, 'bu:t that the team J1J&"1 search once With Wide spacing and .5&,C
POD, then move on to repeat thill in four other areu, the non-thorough
team can cover moh more terrain. If we consider that the POD for a
rellpo!lll1ve or obvious victim ill probably about
for both close and
w:l.:de-spaced. teama, the advantage of Wide spacing is even greater. 
I f lOU would Uke to delve into search theo:ty some more, pleue go
to some of the seoondar,r refemees. The treatment of these concepts
here is brief, and much has of necessi t;y been left out.
Close-spaced. Une search is a last ditch effort, and should only be
employed. after moh scratch searching and non-thorough sweep searching.
However, is there any' advantage to the immediate use of close-spaced
Une searching at the beginning of a search? Yes. It is possible for
you to take a large number of totally untrained searchers, to form them
into a !2!!! search Une, and to shepherd them down a mountain, With
luck, onll a few Will get lost, and they might find something. However,
due to searcher inattention, and due to breaks and varying spacing in
the Une, the POD is not as high as might be predicted. for a close
spaced. line search. Are their any' disadvantages to Wide-spaced line
searching? Again, les. It takes well-trained. searchers to keep a Wide
spaced line gOing, and the chance of losing searchers is greater. It
takes better Base Camp organization to keep track of the progress and
search area boundaries of many wide-spaced. search teams, compared With·
"just one or two large Une search teams. The Wide-spacing,!scratch
search tactics sound ideal for the type of search management the ASRC
practices (no accident, that) but a problem crops up. We are in the
position of coming in, telling the Sherlff that his trad1 tiona! methods
are no. good, and that he .has to use us to .make the search work well.
It's a sticky situation, and the problem is one of politics and PH
rather than search tactics. The long-range solution is simple I
education. The fundamental message, that there are far better wqs
than close-spaced line search, is a simple one. Pass it on; and
maybe, you'll have saved a life.

9'"

o

To swnmarlze I

1. The historlcal approach to strategy looks at the past behavior of
those lost in the search area, and at the past behavior of the
present search subject.
2. Deduction, intuition, and experlehce are major influences on search
strategy.

3.

Q

The Mattson Consensus Method is a formal wq of averaging different
Staff members' evaluations of probabilities for search subareas.

4. The statistical approach uses information about the behavior of
past search subjects to predict probable behavior of lost persons.
5. Scratch and surley searching is generally the first type of search
task which should be used.
6. After scratch and survey searching, searches of all high-probability
areas should be done with non-thorough. wide-spaced sweeps, with
repeat sweeps through the same areu, if necessary.
7. Close-spaced. line searching should be a last resort.
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A _jor p:o'blea tIdDI' the COOU!D&toZ" of. arr:r .....:cb oPIDtioa
1. tbe orpn:1satioD oe • larp __ ~ peopl.a.1Dta t - . and. tba
aas:1snmeat ot the teau to appJlOp:1.ate tub. AltbD'ach, tb1a- 1.
ample in concept. the actual los1at1ca Call beco_ qtd.te COIIPlex.
colltWd.DC and. t1me COJUPl mDC. .~ 1D & la.zoge eeaDdl'.,_ ., , _ __
Disorpn:1se4 taeIc aaaipMllt pzocecluzw CaD naul:t 1D teua Wequipped. both 1Jt ptrIIODDtIl a4
tOI: tbe!z tub.
"
In order to 1"eClUc4t the ~OD &UDC1at.4 111tlI. tut:' ua1~t,
the ASHe baa d8velopacl • •tand.d 0pa:at.1D8 pzocec11zze (SOP)
"
tor taarc asagDMnt, Mhtch 1. deeor1becl below.
..'
~ ASRC taek aaeiBDMDt pzoceduft, al.oaC vttb otbta: SOlis..
1. designed. to &tel eeazch aDd reacue efforts. DOt b1Dc1er tbea.. .
Where aD SOP ls uaef'ul. 1t should be fbl,l:y explotted. when: a
le80 ela.boj:'Ate procedu.1.'e 1., euft1c1ent, the SOP- ebou14 "be- adapted
and abbzw1atee. The procedure deecr1'becl below 1. desi8J*l.
tor use in a l.a.rse .cale sea:ob, and abDulct 1IOS 1~ tol1owd.
exact1.7. It la expected that the eequence· w11l be lIU1.t&bq
abb:r:ev1.ated In amall scale
Ho...,er. each de~
fro. the SOP should be care:f'ull7 evaluated ae & IIOU%Ce ot ez'%'02:".
By 1 tsel! t' the task asa1(1m1le1lt SOP 1& _re~ a cler1aal pzooeduze,
1 ~ 1. useless ual.ess intell1gent17 appl1ed..
"

equ.,_t..

eea:rcbe..

B.

Task Identificatlon

(

\

lflth the help ot the Operations Otf1cer (00) aruI the Reap:l!Ul1ble
AglPnt, the ~1ssion Coominator (MO) pl.au hi.. sea:r:oh at:z:&tecr
~!,ld d.1.splars 1 t on the strategy f!'.ap.
The !t!C's DOtationa OD thAt
::.':~l'8.·~g'f Ya.p should abDv wen def1ned sea:r:ch areae, p:d.or1U•••
EI.lJel selU'Ch modea compatible 14th the operation'. 1IUlJX)W8%" and
m..:,-!·e-r:lal. resources SO that the 00 CUI 1dllDt117 1nd1v1dual. spec1fic
~.

,

For, each task. the 00 1n1tiates a Task Assignment 10m (TAr)

'l'he"
cleecr.1.pt1on
Rid8e. streu. vall.,.,

by numbering the ta..sIc and. enter:1ng the task nuaber and descr1pt1on

in

tru:-

appropriate spaces.
Geograph1cal Feature.

1)

2~:3

4

S)
6)

tower. road, etc.
rap Name. Include type of

.p.

1nclud.••
fire

Type. See SAItOP ~ 189. 20.
Difficulty. Slorm Club Scal.,
1. level, e&s7 walId.DC
2. Steep trail, boots requ1:ed.
:3. Use of handa required.
4 .. Use ot rope. required.'
S. Continuous belay required
6. Direct a1d. rectuire4.
Aaa1gD1De1lta. A. clear, conc1se, coapl.ete cleecr1pt1oD
of what ls expected. ot the teaa aee1gned to the task.
Time. 'lb1s 1. the.time the task ..... 1n1t1ate4'. It
SllZ"V'ea as &. check o. the etf1c1eDCJ of the taek
aae1gD11l8Dt proce.. and. as an Opem.tiou Loe n:tC'ellC••

'

•
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Equieent Asa1p;nment
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'The m:tuipment Officer (u:» us•• the' c:ard-f11e.- B'4u1pmen.t
Invento:z:y to assign appropr.1.ate eq:ai:pJl8nt to the-, field tea.m..·.
He must coordinate with the :EO and CO Ol:t personal.' and commun1
cations equipment. ~ Uti. at tbe Equipment; Irr/entorr is deambed
below.
. ",
1)
The Inventory contains a oa.rd for every. piece of e;:t":)up
equipment and 8VfIIrJ: available vehicle on the operation.

Each ca:rd should. also' bs annotated. to: aho'WI d.a.mage done
and repairs made· during the operation.

I:

~

..
-.

.. ...

6)

8)

E.

I
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~

l!bm the m rec1eves the TAF froll the ,a he selectB-·
the neeeaaa:q equipment mm the "Base Camp" eection
o~ tl» Il1"IeIl'to17 and pull.a cards-' tor it..
The_ aze cUpped together with the taall letter anct
kept out o:t the file.
'
The group and 1ncl1v1duaIeauipment going out, 1d.th
tbI teaa 1a noted on the- TAr.· .
Appropriate traup)rtat1on is a.r:ranged f02: and; noted;
on the TAP (the> :eo shoUld have supplied a d:r1ver. - ,
if neceaa&.1:7')"
'
,
.
The TA7 ia then passed on to the co. tor collllllUDica.t1ou
~nts and back to the :eo for tau· usem'bl7.
Once the FTL has usembled his team he will usemble
his equipment acco:rd1ng to the m's instrucUons.
After the team 1s dispatched. the EO files the card
stack und.er the team t a letter in the' "Field-aecUon .
of the· Equipment Inventor.r.
·,vh.en the teu retw::rJ.s, the FTL. must check in all his
teu's equipmen.: with the EX). Cards for equipmen'G
returned in good condition are refiled in the "Baae
Canlp" section of the inventol."$. Car.is for da.maged
or lost gear are filed under "Out of Se:rv1ce:

Co~tn1~~t~~ns Instructi~ns

The Communications Officer (CO) uoes t.~e Co1llJllU.n1cations
Systema Cha.-t to help him ooordinate the oommunioations netwo%k.
Eaoh new task reaUres "that a new link of the net be worked
in without upsetting a..'T9' others. When the CO reoieves the TA.F
from the EO, he ocnsults the :ystems Chart to ceoide upon a
communications check-in SChedule, callsign, frequency, and mode
a.ssignment and appropriate traffi.c rou~e, and enter3 these instruc
tions on the TAF. Callsign' frequerlc-J ,lllOde, and re~ or repeater
are entered 11]. 'th'! "con!Off block at the top of the form. Schedules
and other instructions are entered under "COJlU'M-lICATImrs:
F.

Snus

If. during the course of task assignment, one of the iassion
Staff determines that he cannot meetth~ requirements ot the
task d3aor1ption. he retums the TAF, along with 11.1.s suggestions.
to the 00 for aaolution to the problem, and the procedute beg1..ns
again. 'The exception to this procedure is the caee of a COl!UillJ.n1
cations insufficiency whioh can be remedied with a communicatioIl3
task. In such a. case, the CO holds the T.AF until a suitable
co1llD1Wucations tal3k cs.n be assi ned. Once the difficulty is
overCOine he raac·t1vateil the TAF, finishes his instruotiona and
puse3 :t t along to the PO as ullU8.l.
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G.

B%'1ef1¥ and. D1spttcb.tpg

B%'1ef1J3g pzoced.urlls should be kept ae a1.mple as posa1ble
co!Ul1stent w.tth the· requ1reJDeDt that they &lao b. complete. The
00 is respoDaible for all briefings, but he JDIIiV' f'1nd it conven
ient to delegate parts ot the briefing to other JvJ1sa1on Staff'
offtcers. li"l'I. lIIUst inwt upon adequate explanations of their
taeka and co1lUllUJl1cationa inst1"Uctions.
Briefings are oar.c:Led .OUt. either face: to. face in. Bas. Cup
or th:rowr.h the communications netWork. The mode is specifted
be the 00 on the TAl und.e2: ,"DISPA1mIl/fODE" and. the person actuaJ.lJ
doing the briefing marks the ti.me and his initials below.. The
time serves as a check on assignment efficiency' and as a reference
for the OPSIDG~ The initials serve as a record of who did the
briefing so that later cl.a.:l:1ficat1ons lD8l' be made.
Atterthe briefing, the TAl is retumed to the PO for fillng
in the T.AJ' file. TAFs for tasks assigned. to pre-ex1sting teams
are attached to the team's first TAF.
*oflll1t,l.'MON

H.

1.OGt~DtC.

'"

Task Execution
The FTL is respono1ble for ca.r.ry1ng out the assigned task

o

completely and safely, and for keeping the communica.tions schedule.
If any difficulties arise or clues are found. a report is made
as soon as possible. All team reports are entered in the OPSIDG
and on the Status rap by the 00.
As each task is completed. the team /llS.i'f recieve a new assi~
ment while still in the field. but eventually the team will retU-""%l
to!ase 6amp.TheF'I'L Ii:.Ust then see thata.ll equipment is checked
in with the 1OO, and tr.a.t all his people are accounted for to
the PO. He then reports to the 00 for a final debriefing.
The 00 enters the time and. his initials on both copies of the TAF
(the FTL keeps his for a souvenir) to show that the team has
been dissolved, If the 00 wants to keep the team assembled
without an assignment, he does not initia.l the 'TINAL DEBRIEF"
block, but simply instructs the FTL to keep his team together, and
makes a note to this effect in the OPSIDC and. in the m" file •
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APPALACHIAN SEARCH AND RESCUE CONFERENCE, INC.
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IME

FTL,_________________________
IMEDIC_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
RO,__________________________

SR __________________________
SR.__________________________

C)i-:t:::---t~~------------

SR
SR
SR_____________________________

SR,________________________

SR___________________________

GROUP

'---------------------------
---------------------------
INDIVIDUAL

I--i~--------------...;...-------

TRANSP
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,--------",,

4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----~
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APPALACHIAN SEARCH .um
ImSCL1E OOf.!FER1NC1'.l, 'INC.

)
_______________

OO~~.

HronNm·mD~(

__~)_____________

liRUIPI'·:ENT

Y N

1. PERSONAL? (m R)STED LIST)

2

CB HAND-HEW 2 OR 5 1,IA'm
• 2-t:ETER HAl" FORTABLE?

Y N CHANNELS I
Y ~T R)1.!ER1
~.I

').

1'l'1'AIIA3LE roll S-:A-IJ::? Y j:i 4-'1 D::TIE? Y n
LIcr::IfSE NO.:
1,OBI~ RADIO?
Y N 'lYPE1

~D:rr:

OTImR EQTJIPENT:

Y N ADVANCED TRAINING.

5.

HAH?

Y N CIASS I

5th CIASS CLI:t1BER?

Y

CALL,

N, T'~ ":''.1 :~lr!lTCm1

6 CAVER?

Y N YEARS EXPEBIEHCEa
• VERTICAL CAVER?
Y N YEARS EXPEBIENCEc
IF 1"ES. 00 YOU HAVE YOUR OHN CO! 1ILE'I'E! VERTICAL RIG HEBE? Y N

(7)BACICPACKER?

7

arum.

C.A.P.
• ASHe TRAINEE?

Y N P...ARS EXPERIENCEs
CTJRRE"rl'T CAPF 101? Y N
'I'EAI1? Y N TYPE.

ASHC BASIC?

8. AS'I1C RESCUE?
hTN. R:iiSCUE ASSN.?

Q
\

Y
Y

---------------t

N __
N

C'IHElh

Y rT
Y

N

~'---------------.

~'

J
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ot

smra~ pens (ho~ tied

dOwn) and puts up in p%ODdnent view
two acetate covered boa:rd.s. 'lbe f1l:st givea general 1natmct10na

.,

"',

-)

."-

to lncom1ng sea:t'Chers. and the second details the m:1nimum personal
equ1pment as set by' the ir.C or 00. As each searcher br1nga .. completed
SRP to the registration desk, the ro or an assistant checks it·
quickly'. If' the- searcher appears to have some outstanding qual
ifications. the ro mq' wish to quickly interview him and send
him. to one of the Iassion Staff. For example, the Conumm1cations
Officer (CO) might appreciate any haJns available .(Nho are not.
field qua.llfied) for Use in the Communications Center. After
h:l.s SRF is checked, the searcher is issued a Searcher Information
Sheet (SIS),. a Hypothermia folder if app%Opriate, and given
a piece of paper or a sticker stamped with an ASHe rubber stamp
as proof of having registered. TIle searcher is then allowed into
Base Camp.
TIle ro or an assistant "codes" each SRF card. by cutting out the
holes (dashed lines on f:ront view on previous page) according
to the following codel

1.

The s3ucher has' the specif..ted fIlihimu.lJl'I'Srs.;)r..a.l equipment.

2.

3.

'!he searcher has a i'ield!.porta."Jle radio.
Tne searcher has a. vehicle he is '\.tilling to use on

4.
5.

the oJ;:era.'tion.
TIle searcher is an EMT.
TIle searcher is an amateur radio operator (ham).

6;
7.

TIle searcher is a caver or 5th class climber•
TIle searcher is an ASRC Trainee) CAP Ground Team

(~-/)

--....,
\

;~

.

member, or an experienced bacIcpac!;::er.
8.
TIle searcher is an ASRC or iounta.1n Rescue Association
Certified member.
Once the cards are cut and st3.cked, persons falling in any
one of the above classifications (or a...'1Y combination thereof) can
be selocted by puching a pencil 'th:rough the appropriate hole(s).
Cards for ASRC members should be available in the file. As members
check in. cards for them are pllled f:rom the file, Checked, and
added to the stack.

')
~

,:

(~'O

r~o:
'l\ASK

TASK NEED
IDLl,TIFIED

.AS!:iIliNf.:r~Wl'

J\.SSIGN
PEaBONNEL

~ull

Task No.
Deacrptn

-----\
00

HOLD

COMllO

R~PT

FTL

Ji'TL

TO !HELD
EXECUTE

File TAl!'

'1' ASK

CHr.;clo.-lN

STA'l'U~ ~Al'

I

ASSEMbLE

I---rr-i
<

Update
~ystm

Chr
..--.-.--- -- _.-

TEAt..

? P u l l Cards
.N

:r.

TASK

AVAILB

t.l1o!"Rn"

SUftiMOh
!'TL
~plit

.r'TL

A.;;iSIGN

E~UIPMENT

COM~\.IVii'
.. ~

Y

T.ai

ASS Etw!.bLE

FINaL

AVAILBL

I

TA~K.

biUEFIhG

~.
EQPT~

t

~

I

SUGG~~
~
COM"
Gg£

Cards

t

SOLii

OPSLOG

I?.LO~~CHAU'l\

'l'AF
INITIATEll

Strategy
map

C.. _9

waITE

COMMO

TAF

INSTdUCTNd

~

(J1

STA..ttT
HELD

TAF

})ltl&J? bY

rliLUIO OR

PHOHE

Fil e frA!!'

FINAL

Ht::l'UrlN
'fu
BA!:iE

DEBRIEh'

<:

.......

C
t'd

CHi£K. EiJpl£

CHECK PEltS

DISSOLVE

tile Card

.File Cards

TEAM

.

tu

&

"'
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The Status 'flaR

'lb. Status l'ap is a gm.ph1c swnma:z.'Y' of aea:rch operations.

( )

B1Jaical.l7 ~ it cons1sta ot a toposrapb1c map ot the sea:rch al:ea
mounted on a boazd with several acetate overlaiYs. On the board
beside the map is an acetate-covered table for notation of team
letters and corresponding tasI,c nuabers. The map proper is ma:t'ked
nth the following information.

1)

Victim's last known position and direction of travel.

111

UiST

Prom1nent points and attra.ct.1ve haza:rd.s.
Base Camp.

4)

BC

All known :road conditions,
All known hel1spots,

(

&.

PA.$$A~ ~~~~~~ ...Y

~~i.~
'+~~",,'1

The Operations Officer (00) uses the Strategy rIal' t:o begin
a.ssigning tasks. As each Task Assignment Fom (TAF) is imtiated,
the 00 notes each task on the map overlay by use of a capi tal
letter 1ndicatiAA' the general type of task, and a unique number
desip:nator as a subscript, which is the task number found on the
TAF. Teams f'l&Y' be located by reference to the table of task:
numbers and corresponding team letters alongside the map.
As each team checks in with the ColD.llll.m1.ca.tions Center,
the 00 updates the Status r".ap by noting the team's pro!%'fJss using
tn'aphic symbols (see below). As much as possible, theae should
indicate the a.ctual reported position and area sea:rched for each
tea-'l1. As each task is terminated, the tasIt designator on the mal'
should be ''boxed'' to indicate completion. (e.g. \rl ~ .... 41
)
At re~la.r intervals, a fresh
(r;!:.J ,.,., ,
)
overlay will be started, active tasks will be copied onto the
new overlay. NO 'IT. I The old over~ should always be saved. as
they provide a succinct. 6t.,j....-r~ ~ search operations. *').)Oi1r - ~

-.:.wo ,...,

CI:U::>''-' ~1IiI ;.JC...J

plZ.t;~. ~ '-"'Ii'QI.... 1S.

TASK 5n'130LS
Containment
Road Patrol
Foot Patrol
Boad or Trail Block
Se~:.rch

Scratch
Suney
Sweep
Saturation

...... _ _---lCn~rJ.
V-----='>~

·•·
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN
EXTRICATION

One of the prima.ry responsibilities of a GSAR team is to render life saving
first aid to the Victim of an aircraft accident. Unless the Victim was thrown
clear or crawled clear of the wreckage, the team will probably find him entangled
in the wreckage. It·will then be necessary to use some or allot the forcible entry
and extrication procedures described in this chapter.
The techniques deSCribed below were originally developed for use on automobiles,
but will work equally well, if not better, on light aircraft. This is due in part
to the lighter metals and construction used in the manufacture of light aircraft
frames ..
15.1

EXTRICATION STAGES

Extrication is diVided into four basic stagesl
1. Assess and stabilize the situation
2. Gain access to the Victim
J. Treat the Victim
4. Extricate the victim.
These will be described in detail below.
Assess and stabilize the situation. The first thing to do upon arriVing at a crash
site is to look and see what the situation is. It may be difficult to keep from
doing something right away, but a minute or two spent in planning will save much
more time in the long run.
For example, if there is a life-threatening hazard, like the plane being on
fire, you may want to pull the Victims out as fast as possible, regardless of their
injuries. Or if there is a small fire nearby, started by spilt gasoline, you may
want to put it out right away, before it becomes a life-threatening hazard, and. be
fore you attempt to rescue the victims.
Putting out the small fire is an example of stabilizing the situation. It the
aircraft itself is not stable, such as it is in danger of sliding down into a ra
vine, it should be supported with blocks and cribbing under the frame, or even lashed
down with ropes and guy lines, such as tying the aircraft to a tree so it wen' t
slide any farther. NEVER, EVER flip an aircraft over or let it shift abruptly while
the Victims are still inside. This could cause more injury to the Victim ~~ the
crash itself. Stabilizing the aircraft not only protects the victims from further
harm, but the team as well. Someone could be injured very easily if the airc:-a.ft
were to shift suddenly.
Gain access to the Victim(s). Again, the first thing to do is to assess the situa
tion. At this stage, you are not trying to disentangle or remove the victim, but
to get close enough to him to render life-saVing medical care. This may be accoa
plished by opening a door, breaking a window, or cutting through the roof--the fast
est, least complicated method being the best. A later section will give specific
techniques for forcible entry.
\~
Treat the victim. After you have access to the Victim, he should be given as much
treatment as possible before any attempt is made to remove him from the aircraft.
A cervical collar and a short back board should usually be in place before any ex
trication is attempted. Some treatment will not always be possible while the vic
tim is still in the aircraft, but as much as possible should be done. Rigid splint
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ing of the e.xtraJdt1e. ma;y not be feasible or MY' make removal dimcult, but aIrI
fracture. s.hDuld be stabU1zed. before moving. For example, a fractured lee CaD be
strapped to the other lee to support it and make removal of the victim. 'le.. pain
ful. Rigid 3pl1nt. should. be applied anywhere they will not be in the W8iY' and should
alwa.;ys be applied as soon as possible after removal. Again, this doe. NOT include
the backboard and the cervical collar. which should alw,qs be in place before mov
ing the victim. He should be attended during extrication to make sure he stqs sta
ble. and he should not be moved any more than necessar;y. You should also insure
that the victim st,qs as comfortable as can be expected d.ur1ng all of this. If some
thing you are doing is hurting the victim. stop and tr:r something different.
Extricate the victim. The ideal w,q to extricate someone is to remove the wreckage
from around the victim. not remove the victim from the wreckage. Obviously this is
not feasible in most situations; however, a large portion of the wreckage can be
moved out of the w,q before any attempt is made to remove the victim. The victim
should be disentangled completely before mOving him. Enough wreckage should be re
moved to allow the victim to be removed easily. If the victim has to be twisted
excessively, stop. and remove more wreckage. It is far better tel spend a few ex
tra minutes clearing the W83 and spare the victim further pain and injury. A. vic
tim should never be taken out through a broken window. There is a very great dan
ger of cutting the victim on the splinters of glass or plastic.
1';.2

o

'tOOlS FUR EXTRICATION

Since CAP squadrons do not usually have the funds to buy power tools, and since
power tools are bulky. heavy. and hard toca.rry, this section will only COVer hand
tools. These are usually inexpensive. readily available. and easy to carry. If
the. squadron wishes to buy power tools. they should receive special training in
their use. All tools should be marked with bright colors or reflective tape to
make them easier to find if lost in the dark.
(Extrication tools marked with an asterisk (.) are those required for a Class
B GSAR team.)

m

bars (24"·) are probably the most useful tool for extrication. Two type. that
are available are common goose neck wrecking bar.s and rip bars. the latter having
a sharper angled end and a thin chisel point to get into na.r:row spaces. 'n1e rip
bar is available from Sears and the other almost anywhere.
Leaf s;ering tool.· This tool is used to cut sheet metal and small supports. It
is made from a 12" section of automobile. leaf spring. One end is cut on a diagonal
and the long edge is sharpened to a knife edge. The other end is taped to rom a
handle, the end is left exposed. (See figure 1.5-1.) The tool is use.d by driving
the point into the sheet metal With a hammer, and then striking the back edge with
the hammer causing the tool to cut the metal 11ke a large knife.

o

_~7!1:1i.'r~!.r=""M"!'~:"~
V

SHARPEN

FIGURE 1.5-1: Leaf Spring Cutting Tool
f
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CHAPlER roURTDN
HELICOPTER OPERATIONS
14.0 GERIRAL

Hel1copters can pz'Ovide the means to quickly reach and. evacuate victlma froll
even the most remote portlons of a .Wilderness. However, helicopter operations can
be extremely dangerous or even fatal to untrained personnel. Strict adherence to
the guidellnes in this chapter will help minimize that risk.
14.1

DANGER AREAS

As with all aircraft, helicopters have certain intrinsic danger areas that all
personnel should be aware of and avoid. These ares

Main Rotor Blades. The main rotor, which provides lift for the helicopter, also
provides a major source of danger to ground personnel. Under normal circumstances,
the blades travel above head level. However, under some conditlons (i.e. gustlng
wind, etc.) the blades can dip to les8 than flve feet in the front. This would
strike the average person at the shoulder level, killlng hill inatantsly. For this
reason, the area directly in front of the helicopter should always be avolded, and
approach and departure made in a crouch.
Tail Motor. Located at the rear, this rotor pz'Ovides the other major source of
danger to the personnel. It has a minimum clearance of four feet in sOlie models.
When it is turning, IT CANNOT BE SEENl 1!!!!I duck under the tail boOIl or wal.k
around the end of a helicopter.

;:,.)'

Engine Exhausts and Intakes. On some helicopters, the engine intakes or exhausts
may be positioned so as to make it possible to get close to them. The intake could
possibly suck in any loose items or even a person, and the jet exhaust may cause
severe burns. Normally these will be well out of the way, but in any event, ~hey
will be well marked and should be avoided.
Antenna. Most militar/ helicopters and some civilian models have an assortme~t of
antennas on the fuselage. If an anter~a is touched While the transmitter is on.
burns can ~esult. The best practice is to avoid the antenna altogether.
Rear Half of the Helicopter. The entire rear half of the helicopter, froll the doors
back, is a blind spot to the pilot; consequently, he may not know that anyone is
back there. If the pilot should move the helicopter, there is a very great dar~er
of someone being injured. Stay where the pilot can see you.
14.2 CHOOSING A LANDING LOCATION
Contrary to popular belief, it is difficult for helicopters to take-off straight
up. An analogy can be drawn to starting an automoblle froll a stop llght in fourth
gear. It can be done. but it is hard on engine and pllot both. If the pilot C&A
make a take-off :run or take-off at a shallow angle, the extra. air, moving throu«h
the blades gives extra lift called translational lift.
The ideal spot for a landing zone (12) is a flat open field where the pilo':.
can land or take-off in any direction. I i such an area is not available, an :.z
must be const:ructed.
A ridge can make a good 12. Trees should be cleared along the approach lao"le
and the take-off lane (see figure 14-1). The drop off allows the pilot to trade

<_)
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FIGURE 14-1:

A ricige approach lane and take-of'f' lane.
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FIGURE 14-2:

The proper take-off angle into the wind.
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altitude for speed to ga.1n more lift.
Corr1don are the other choice. They should be thirty-five or forty paces
Wide, and, ideally, one l'umdred twenty paces long. They should also be aligned
as much as possible With the Wind. The sharper the angle of the crossWind.. the
less desirable the corr1dor, although the 51 tua.tion may require Ua1ng it anywa;y.
Whatever LZ i8 used, it should be cleared. for enouch to allow a fUteen deg:t"ee
take-off angle into the wind and still clea: any obstacle at the end. by ten feet
(see figure 14-2).

Touchciown Pad. This is the area that the helicopter accurately lands in. It must
be thirty paces by thirty three paces minimum. It should. be cleared. of all brUSh
and. obstacles down to one foot tall. The ground. slope must not exceed five degreese
The pad should be at least sixteen paces from tree lines. cliffs, etc. Wind spilling
over the edge of these into the LZ Will cause turbulence. making hovering very dif
ficul t. Remember thirty by thirty three paces is not large enough to even turn
around in; the pad should be larger if possible. The pad should be marked with an
"H" in the middle. This should be formed with signal panels or some other easily
seen material and should be staked down well. to prevent the helicopter from blow
ing it around. At night, the four corners can be marked with road flares. All
loose brush and debris must be cleared well away.
Markin! the Wind. The.E..!!! way to mark the Wind is with a smoke bomb. Other ways
are bright streamers or a itT" with the long leg shoWing the Wind direction. The
"T" can replace the "W' on the touchciown pad (see figure 14-3). At night. a "T'"
should be made With flares or (better) flashlights. Whatever wind indicator is
used, at no time should it obscure the touchciown pad.
14.3

WADING THE HELICOPTER

When approaching a helicopter. always approach the helicopter in full view
of the pilot. Ideally, approach forty-five degrees to the nose, but approach from
the side is satisfactory. Always keep your head down, and ~ approach a heli
copter from higher ground. All personnel not working directly with the hel:copter
should stay well clear of the pad.
14.4

HOIST OPEBATIONS

ilihenever possible. the helicopter should land for loading, but if ::-.:s :"3 ::ot
possible, a hoist will be used. Hoist operations are dangerous SO great :&-~ s~ould
be used. Never touch the hoist cable before it touches the ground. Hel:cop~ers
can build up a large static charge and you could receive a severe jolt. ~ se
cure the cable to a fixed object, as a gust of wind would tear the helicop~er
apart. Be ready, so as not to make the pilot hover longer than necessary.
14. 5 SAFET'! RULES

1. All personnel should stay at least fifty feet from small helicopters and one
hundred feet from larger models. unless directly working with the helicopter.

2. Alwa;ys approach the helicopter from the side. so the pilot can see you at all
times.
}. Keep your head dow1'1 at all ti:nes!
:.he lew.r i. t Hill dip.

Remember, the slower the blade is

~O'r:::~,

4. Never approach or leave a helicopter from any side where the ground is
than where the helicopter is standing, or you might walk into a rotor.

:-~gher

\J
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F'ICURE 14-4:
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5. NO'smoking

14-.5
w1~~n

one hundred feet of the helicopter.

6~ Remember that the tail rotor cannot be seen When it is turning. Maintain a
Wide clearance of the tail area and NEVER stoop or walk under the tail boom.
~

7. Personnel working with the helicopter should wear their hardhat wi th the chin
strap fastened, and should wear bright colored vests if available.
8. Keep long handled tools, ice axes, skis, 11 tters, radio antennas and similar
items parallel to the ground when approaching a helicopter.

9. Ropes and loose ends should be coiled and secured.
down before nearing the helicopter.

Loose items should be tied

10. NEVER load without the pilot's signal ~~d supervision. Load carefully so not
to interfere with controls, cables, and the pilot. NEVER approach the helicopter
until the pilot gives the OK, as he may want to change the position of the heli
copter after he has touched down.
11. Stay well clear of the helicopter on take-offs and landings.
sWing the chopper around or dip the blades to one side.

The pilot may

12. Remember that a touchdown area of thirty by thirty three paces is only large
enough to land in; it is not large enough to turn around in.

13. Always attempt to find an area that will permit a fifteen degree approa.ch and
take-off angle.

14.

Remember, the taller the barriers at the ends, the longer the landing zone
must be.

15. Attempt to find a landing zone that is generally oriented to the wind.
16.

Remember that wires are difficult to see when approaching a landing zone.

17. Clear the touchdown area of all obstacles taller than one foot, and rerr.ove
debris and brush out of the area.

18.

Be sure to mark the landing zone properly.

19. Use the proper hand signals for assisting the pilot in landing.
20. Do not try to get more aircraft in the landing zone than it will safely ac
comodate.

14.6 REFERENCES
Fear, Genel Helicopter ODera~ions ar.d Personnel Safetl' Washington State Depart
ment of Emergency Services, Tacoka, HA: second revision, 1976.
~1acInnes, Har.li.:ih:
Internation:l1 ::our:tain Roscue P.a.'1dbook. Charles Scribner's Sons,
New York, ~:Y. 1972.
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A.

Ismduction

~"'m:1C&t.1.QDII w.Lll .b' or d.e~ & seazoh aDd. :tIeICI1. rd..81on.
1'.:a:2.necl .-:r:cbcw, :.au.ra, or ud1c. an o~ 11t:tl. u.s. UDless the7
c&I1 be d1rectecl to tbI pz:'OpI%' i.re&. or nd1:ected.. 1:t neceaa&:l:7. In
ord.eZ' to hav. p:t"OptZ' colllllll.m1catiol1S. there are tlllO e.sential type. ot
equ:Lpaent and. ulIOc:1ated. problema. ha:d.ware and. sottware. JI1rst, the
piece. ot hazd.ware (:adios, t1elcl phon•• , etc.) :z:oaqu:Lre ca:c"tt, ma1.a.'icance,
prcper usage, and. repa1r. Secoa.cUy, the software IID.1St function cor
rectly. The software cona:1sta ot people a:ad. pa.per. and a.l.so requ1re
care, maintt1lla.a.ce, a:ad. prcpezo usage. Each person who will or m1ght be
involved. in coJllJllWlica.tiol1S IID.1St be aware of. a:ad. follow, Standard. Opera
tiag Procedures (SOp).
B.

o
)

Radio SOP

1. l-!ben PUs:l.:a« tn.ff1c (i.e. whenever 10\1 an haz1d].:!nl a. usaage
to be recorded. or. puaed. to aacther) alWlLl"s wrJ.. te it down;. • ., don't
t:uat your
So_ eJIC'pI1C1 m1~ 1nte:Telle, a.a.c1. the .sag.
III1ght be lost. U you wUl not be hand"ng the usace to the pe:aon
it is d;1ncted.to, put "to" and IImm" on it. with the date a.a.d time.
Putt:1:ng th1s ,on flY'tn:1 mesaqoe is pro cably a. @Ood idea.
~ :ttee1v1.n1: a. ussage, w::d.t.. 1t down,thea. alwa.ys read. it ba.ct
tor coa.t1rmation. 1Jhen you an sendinl & mesA@'e. nJIl8Ilber that some
person baa to w::z:!. te it downr be concise; it possible, wr1 te it down
t1rst yourseU.

"'%'1.

2.

Ca.ll.s1.6%1s

C1 t1zen' II Eand, KIU 0954 plus a n.umber designator or the
team letter des1gr~tor.
V1iF Emergency Band: KU 6516 plus n.umber or tea.m letter
de.s1gna.tor.
Ama.teur: Radio operator'lS callsign in the field 0::' Com
munica.tions Off1cerJ s c:allsigo. at COr.C'rn.

). Phonetic Alphabet (ICAO)
AUA .
NOV'D1!ER
BRA~rO

CHA.RI.n:
D~TA

ECHO

'-!tnT
TOO
TREE

ROt·,EO

romeT

GOLF

FarlEE

. sm.?_~

roT! (roT '''FI.'VER If )

. 'l'ANCO

SL"t
S!"ID

,·t.jZOBt

HOTEL

n1DI.A
JULIETI'

Q

ZERO (NOT "OR")

OSCAR "
PAPA
QUEBEC

ATE

VIC'1'OR

~l!:riER

':rnSK:"f
X-FAY

~:::!.c

:::'::"A

YAl:XZ:

ITa

ZUlU
A.

Standard. Phrases
1 • Do not use Ten-Codes
2.- Do Z10t us. Q.-S1gnals

Oil

tone
"

-, i:
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Yes
No
I und.enta.i14' your entire
previous _.~••
Do•• .Q2,! mean ..Y....·• ·0iaQ'''.
"I q:r:e.". "I t U 40 1 t~. pr

C
N

R

~~"

...

.;:.~"

Izn1.tat101l to tnnall1 t....··· "
Thl. 1. rtf last ttaz:a.
1111.81= btlt I all '1it1U- .
DICt'l1 to::t.ng.
I all le&v1nI the a1r
(c1c Dot s..,. ''07er and. out.·

?

SAY AGAIN

?AA •••

?A'S•••

Us. phonetios.
Spel.J.1ng 1I'1ll follow.
I am readr to reo.1v.
your mes~e.
Repeat your entire pre
vious t:z::oa.nsm1ss1on.
B..peat the portion of your
t:a.nam:1.ss1on follow:1J:l.g •••
R.peat the portion of your
i:::I.z2a:I1.sa1on preceding•••
llet & III1nUta.

The 118. of dll:lber standard ph:u•• is d1sccu:z:aged.. Pla.i.n l..arlguage is
perfectly' adequa.te IIlXl wUl b. lIIC1'8 easUy unele%'Stooel by' 1nexpe:1 anced.
Rad10 Operators. C'T ope:&to%'S shouJ.d. us. standard Q-S1pa.l.a U the other
operators a.:re fa.m:1.l1ar With tbea.


CODE 1:
CODE 2:
CODE J:

Vict1.m found. alive and. well.
V!.ctim found, need.s emergenC"J med.ical ca.-e and. evaC'.lation.
Victim found, dead. on ar.:'ival of searohers.

5. Ident!!ication
Always put your call or name last.
e.g. (100 m~f c:s) "Chip, this is Carol, over."
e.g. (Sam): \'iE4Kx:xjLl., f::om ;.r.:Ll.VGI/LI., go ahem. It
e. g • (~ ) "KITJ09.54 , Sase, this is tau A!fa., over."
Note that "'this is" a.nd. "f::om" mean the same thi::g,
Otlt that uncier good. ccnd.1tions r.oth:ing n••ds to s.ps-"'"3.te the ea.ll sitr."..s
at a.l.!..
2. It is net necessa.l:-]. to id.ent!!y every t:ansmissicn,
however you must identify'at least once ev.8-~ ten minutes during a tra:s
mi3sion and. all excr~es must be identified.. Always id.entifj before ~~
"clear" or "out It, anel identify every ten lII1.mltes during a. long t:ra.ns
:n1ssion. 3e conservative. it is better to sign too much than net e.nougn.
U.nd.er d1:t:f'1cul t ccnd.1tiona you may want to silU ever:! transmission.
1.

6.

Relays.
A relay is a :nan.""l.ed !"!I ... .; 0 station wi"'.ich :-elaj-s ::'l.essa.~!!s
·:a-*:~';ee!:. sta"":'!.ons ~.:t'ieh could :.ot othe~~se com.":Unicate.
~:i·t-,e.'l usi::¥ ~~...,
;~'\:cr T.::F. !..n the mounta.1.ns, relays Will 'oe ve'!:"! COQon.
The tr.ck to
ensu:ing acC"..l-"'"3.cy of a !'ttlay'ed :nessa.;;:e is to 1.!sten to 'the' :-elay tta.:s:.! t
your ::1GssaJI';e and. then cor.:ect his e.l..l.ors.
'.
Sample (Team. 3ra.vo is in ';;eakley Hollow, !<elay !)el tao is on 01;

t and

5a~A ~~n

s on Route 211 at

~+'a"

~.-. ~--.-



•
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~0D8 1:0 1IOS'~ the relq).

KItfJf9,.. rela;r. Delta, th:1. i.te. . Brave. over.
KItf/i9,., teaa 3n.vo, th:1a i. relay' Delta.. go &bead..
I have & • •&W!'e for 'baae. CaD 10U relay? Over.
Aff'1l.'m&t1ve. Go a.head..
tie have completed. & sweep of' the :Jeakley Hollow Fire road. a.s fa.:: as
the ~obtrtacl1 :.-oua.ta1D. T:aU. .e found. noth1Z14f. I S&1 .ap.:1n. we found.
aotb:1l:l«.
teu baw ma :r:ela7 Delta. no~. 1lUP9,at., Bue ma
nla::r Deltat owzo.
~~, %'ttlq Delta, t!2l. 1. Bue, ., &bea4.
I have & _ ...... ma t ... !:e:vo, over.
Ro,ru'. go abead..
.
Team !:ave haa completed. 8. sweep of the :~eakley Hollow F1%'e Road u far
as the Corb1n rO\1l1ta:1n TraU. 'Ibey foUZld. noth1n4r. I say aca1n. they found
noth:1nl:'. Team Brave, is that correct?
KIU¢0!4. rela,y Delta, th1s is team 13ravo. Negative. ChanP'e Corbin
r'ounta.1n to 'l!!obertson ~~ountain, over.
Ro~r. raupJ95Q., baae th1s is rela:y' Delta. Change Corbin "'ount&1n to
);obertsoni ountain, ove:t.
raupJ9!4, relay Delta, th1s is Base. I have; Tau Sravo has completod
a. sweep of Hewey Hollow Fin rto&c1. to l1obervaon : ounta:Ln Tra.11.
N'o~ foUDd.. IaU¢954 t relay Del1:& £'roll Bue. olear.
!'oger, t.ha.t 1s CO%'%'\lct. KIU¢954, tau Bravo trom relq Oel1:&, 1OU%'
me.sage 1. dellvered.. over.
!It1/i954, relay' Delta. ma teu Bravo. Roger. tl'l&aJc you. KIU¢9540
relay Del1:& ma teu Saw, olear.
x:ro~;4, teu Brave and. 'baae f%'Om relay Delta, clear.
Note that the rela,y t:ransm:1tted the senae of team 13rave t s message rather
tha.r1 pua1Z14f 1 t on word. for 'WOm. Und.er normal oi:r:c:u.matance. th:1. i:5 perfectly
a.cceptable, however under severe oond.1tiona 'WOm for 'WOrd. ret:r:ansm1sS1on should
be the rule. One might well wonder if the er.ror of t:ranscr.:!.pt10n illustrated
a.bove orept in for th:1s reason.
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RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
-Keith Conover
Any ASRC member who has been on a mission probably has had occasion to
curse at a radio, at someone on the other end of the radio, or about radios
in general. Efficient search management, in which we of the ASRC take so much
pride, tends to break down most commonly when the radio net malfunctions: e~g.:
Field Team Alpha is on the wrong frequence and doesn It know it; the HO for Field
Team Bravo forgot the spare battery and now his team's radio is dead; Field Team
Charlie's radio only transmits at random intervals and messages seem never to get
from MC to FTL Delta and back properly until the third or fourth try. Most radio
problems may be solved by someone who knows just a little about radios and about
radio communications. This essay is designed to teach you just that little bit,
plus some useful information that is usually hard to find.
The most common problem with radio communication is related to an audio trans
mitter and receiver -- you. Like anything else, getting information smoothly
through a radio takes some practice, but there are a few things you can do even
if you don't ha,',e a radio to play with for practice.
For example:
1. Keep copies of the 2 ASHC Crib Sheets in your pack. (Save the
copies in this handout, because we have lots of spares for your pack.)
2. Learn the ICAO (ITU) phonetic alphabet and the standard ASHC
prowords. (See sections 5.2 and 5.3)
3. Know how to communicate effectively in marginal conditions. Know
how to compose a succinct message, how to repeat each phrase, and how
to spell and use "figures". You will seldome need to do this, but when
communications are marginal, your ability to communicate effectively
will endear you to the CO. (see section 5.2) You will probably find
this will help you communicate more comfortably even in the best of'
\,
conditions.
4. Hold the microphone properly: keep it a couple of inches ~rcm your
mouth, perhaps at an angle (to reduce breath sounds) and talk in a
normal to Cluiet voice. A loud voice may weaken your radio's power (?.F out
put) with a PM radio and may cause distortion with an AM or siie-band (SSB)
radio. (More about the types of radios later.)
NO'toI' we'll detour to consider radio in general, then return to some detai:.:! g,CC'J.t
radio hardware.

'J'

You need to know about two major characteristics of radios: mode ar.~
frequency. T'n.e mode of a radio refers to the way your voice (audio freq·.;.e~::::r "AF",
or simply "audio~s encoded onto the (radio-freCluency or "RF") electrc::.a~.. e':.~c
radio wave ca.rrier output. We say the RF carrier is modulated by your 'r::~:e '!.udio.
The two main modes we use are frequency modulation (PM) and amplitude mc<::"';";'9.'::':::n
(AM). There is also an improved version of AM known as single side-band ~~=
but
you probably won It have to deal with any side-band radios. Another mode "j-;'';' =.a.y
hear about is continuous wave (Cw), where an unmodulated carrier is turne~ :n and
off via a telegraph key, to produce ~40rse Code. Often, we (somewhat incor:"e~~:;r)
use CW to refer simply to any kind of Morse Code. The only things about ':te
different modes you need to know are:
1. FM radios have less interference problems than AM, and FM ~i':~s l':::U
more "talk power" (RF output) for a given bettery life. Listen ':0 ~5
Channel 19 CCBls AM) for a good example of AM interference and n~i3e.
2. The louder you talk into an FM radio, the louder the audio 3 c'.;..c:is at .......
the other end, up to the point where you get distortion. ~,':.te :'.:::uder(J
you talk, the weaker your RF output gets. The effect is slight. but ~y
be noticeable in marginal situations. If the other guy says you':-e
breaking up, talk sof'tly.
t

,
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The other concept is o! frequency ot the RF: carrier. Some radios have
preset trequencies called "channels"; the trequency in a particular channel
depends on w!t.ich· Crjstal, or frequency reference, is plugged in for that channel.
Other radios tune across their frequency bands (range) with a dial, and some use
fancy electronics to allow key'board entry ot trequencies. For instance, some
amateur (ham) 2-meter VlIF-FM radios have microprocessors so that the radio will'
put frequencies into "lIIIDlOries"; one may then switch between memories much as one
switches channels on a ~ crystal-controlled radio. Some of these radios may scan
through the memories (or through the band) if properlY set.
Frequency may be measured in MegaHertz, or millions of cycles per second; the
following names are applied to difterent bands:
15 Hz - .02 MHz
Audio Frequency (AF)
3 - 30 MHz
High Frequency (HF)
30 - 150 MHz
Low-Band', Very High Frequency (VHF)
150 - 300 MHz
High-Band, Very High Frequency (VHF)
300- 3,000 MHz
Ultra-High Frequency (UHF)
Sometimes, amateurs refer to frequency bands in terms of wavelength; wave
length is just another way of specifying frequency. For instance, the amateur
VHF band 144 - 148 MHz is often called the "2-meter band." (If you'd 11ke to
convert, here are some of the radio services you might have heard of. DON'T
BOTHER TO MEMORIZE ANY OF THIS!)
~

o

Amateur 80-meter band
Amateur 40-meter band
Civil Air Patrol HF
"4585 & 4582" etc.
Amateur 20-meter band
Amateur l5-meter band
CB "ll-meter" band
Amateur la-meter. band
Sheriff "Lo Band" "39-5"
Fire Service "Lo Band"
Amateur 6-meter band
Aircraft VHF
Amateur 2-meter band
CAP VHF
Hi-Band VHF Public Service
ASRC/MRA
Amateur 70em "220" band
"Med 1-8" UHF medical
telemetry= .
Amateur UHF "450"

FREQUENCY
1.5 - 1.8 MHz
3.0 - 3.5 MHz
approx. 4.585 MHz

MODES
CW & SSB
CW & SSB
SSB

NOTES - useful distances
several. hundred miles
" & longer (3000 mi)
" & longer (1000 mi)

7.0 - 7.15 MHz
approx. 14 MHz
approx. 27 MHz
approx. 28 MHz
approx. 39.5 MHz
approx. 44 MHz
approx. 50 MHz
100 - 130 MHz
144 -'148 MHz
approx. 148 MHz
150 - 170 MHz
155.160 MHz
220 MHz

CW & SSB
long distance
CW & SSB
long distance
AM & SSB
local, some "skip"
CW, SSB, FM local, some "skip"
FM
local
local
FM
local
SSB, FM
line-of-sigh":.
AM
FM
line-of-sight
FM
line-of-sight
FM
line-of-sight
line-of-sigh":
FM
line-of-sight
FM
line-of-sight
FM

approx. 450 MHz

FM

line-of-sight

Note that the HF frequencies are used for long-distance communicatio~s; this
is because tha HF radio waves bounce off the ionospheric layer of the at~osphere,
back to the earth, and are thus propagated to far-away places. VHF and UHF, on
the other hand, don't bounce off the ionosphere, and are thus limited to :~~e-of
sight communicatIons. The low-band VHF frequencies will bend somewhat over ~ills,
but not as much as HF will. Hi-VHF and UHF are strictly line-of-sight, however.

o

You shouldb~ asking by this point "Why don't we use HF for SAR?" ':'he answer
is in several parts. First, PH handhelds are very difficult and expensive to make.
Second, the frequencies are very crowded, with the long range of HF. Third,
efficient antennas must be a sizeable fraction of the wavelength; for 40-meter aF,
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a quarter-wave whip. antenna would be 10 meters (about 30 feet) long, a bit
to c&r1'7 around on yoUr handheld .in the woods.

unviel~

There are several important advantages to VHF, as well. First, VBF-P'M
handheld. are relatively easY' to build. Second, you don't have to worry about
a.ecidental.J.y talking to someone in California when you're trying to talk to
Base Camp. Third, good antennas are easY' to b.a.udle. For instance, a quarter-wave
whip at 2-m.eters is onlY' 18" long. FineUy, the problem of talking around
mountains and over long distances can be solved by the use of repeater stations.
A repeater is a powerful rebroadcasting station, usually on a mountain or radio
tower. If you can get close to line-of-sight communications with the repeater, you
can talk to anyone else similarly situated, even if you are not line-of-sight
with them. It works like this:

~e
User X
Ch. 1 repeater T.:x:

User Y
X talks to Y

~

Ch. 1 repeater Rx

Repeater

I
User X
Ch. 1 repeater Ex

User Y ,
Y talks to X

Ch.

~

repeater

:x

Everyone transmits on 'A' and listens on 'B'; the repeater listens on 'A' and
transmits on 'B',
fig. 1 REPEATERS
A repeater listens in frequency 'A' (the input) and retransmits what it hears
on frequency 'B' (the output); repeater users transmit on 'A' (the repeater !..o.put)
and listen on 'B' (the repeater output).
All users have the same transmit and receive frequencies, so many users :ay
use the same repeater. Often, the channel switch on a radio is set so that
Channell, for example, is transmit (Tx) A/Receive (Rx) B.
Since everyone is .listening on 'B', what if someone were to transmit en '3',
the repeater output? Everyone within line-of-sight could hear this persen, if the
repeater didn't cover him up; but, he wouldn't be going through the repeater. This
could be handy for sensitive or local communications. Channell (Tx A/Rx 3) only
works if everyone can get into the repeater; two people who can't get into the

-- -0---- ---------- .
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repeater, but are: standing 100 teet a'Part, can't talk. to each other on Channel
1 (TJt A/R% a). It' they could sritch to Channel 2 (Tx a/b: a), called simplex
(because eft%Tone transmits and receives on the same frequency), they could
easUy talk. together. (_ 'f:$.i)'
Channel 3 (Tx A/Rx J.) is another possible simplex channel, but suffers
the disadvantage that the users may 'bring' up' the repeater Without knowing it
(w1ty'l), and thus we shouldn't work simplex on a repeater input. A final
possibility is Channel 4, which transmits on a (repeater output) and receives
on A (repeater input). Most mobile and handheld radios, of course, cannot
receive ~ transmit at the same time (full duplex), but- must be switched by
means ot the push-to-talk. (PI'.r) or transmit switch. However, if you wanted to
talk to a Field Team with a rad.1o only having Channell in an area outside of
the repeater coverage area, you could switch to Channel 4. A good example of
this type of system is part of the Civil Air Patrol (CAP) VBF-FM repeater net

(....;l,.").

Radio Channels
Tx

Repeater
Simplex
Reverse

148.150
148.150

User Radios
Rx

148.150
148.150

Channel
repeater
simplex
don't use
reverse repeater

1
2

fig. 2

o

Rx

B
A
B

B
A
A

In public service bands, the interval between repeater inputs and outputs
are not fixed, but on the amateill' 2-meter band, "offsets" of 600 kHz (. 6MB.z) are
standard. Many 2-meter radios allow one to set the receive frequency on a dial
or channel switch, and provide switches for "+600, -600, Simplex". On "+600"
for instance, the radio automatically shifts the frequency up .6MHz when you
press the PTT. The general rules for offsets are:
R:x

145.21 - 145.49
146.61 - 146.995
147.0 - 147.39

o

Tx
A

Offset
-600
-600
+600

Many public service frequencies are shared by several users/age~cies. A
particular agency doesn't want to listen to the other people on the :':,e~'.;.ency; he
wants to hear only his own people. A way to do this, knows as conti.n'..:.:::'..:..s
subaudible tone squelch, "CTCSS", "private line", but best known as "P:". :-:'a.s
gained wide acceptance. With this system,a particular subaudible ,;:::r.e :e_ow
normal hearing range) is added into the audio of each transmitter, by a.c ~ncoder.
Each receiver is provided with a decoder attuned to that particular ?: ::;.e.
When a signal with the proper PL tone is detected by the decoder, i<; :'_-:"'.S :he
receiver's speaker on; if a signal without the proper Pt is detected, :~e 3peaker
stays off. Thus the annoyance of having to listen to everyone else ':)0 ';=.e
frequency is overcome. It would be easy, however, to pick up the mike ~d
interfere with the others you can't hear. (This is an important poir.~: ii~ferent
Pt tones are not the same as different frequencies.) Therefore, you shc'':''i
always disablethe "tone squelch" or tlpt decode" (by turning it off) ~e:'::::-e
transmitting. This way, you will hear anyone else on the frequency, ?: ;r not,
so you will be sure to not interfere with them. Some mobile radios are ;rovided
with a mikeswitch which disables the tone squelch (if it is on) when l':.'..:. i'!..::k
up the microphone from the mike clip. This way, if someone else is on ~he
frequency, you'll hear them as soon as you pick up the mike.
Now, with a general understanding of how radios work, you should have
fewer problems such as being on the wreng frequency or having your p~ ~ecode
turned on.
r
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Let's finish up with some practical details about handling radios on a
mission. The first and most important aspect of radio use in the field is
antennas. Sq you have a handheld with a rubber duclde antenna on it, and you
have a "Low_~W/High-4Wu switch for the power output. You will st&y' on the low
power setting most of the time to save power, as the high power setting uses
about 4 times as tmch power. All other things being equal, going to high power
gives you about twice as tmch 'talk power' to get back to COMCTR. (You have to
increase power by 4 to increase talk power by 2.) When you got from lW to 4W,
you double your power twice (l.W .. 2W, 2W t 4W), and we say you increase signal
strength by three decibels (3dB) each time it doubles; thus, gOing trom lW to 4W
is a 6dB gain (3dB + 3dB). BoY, it turns out that a rubber duckie is not very
good as an antenna, and one of the reasons is that it sends a lot of RF energy
straight up in the air, and all of this energy is wasted. It turns out that if
you switch from a duckie to a quarter-wave whip ( ~/4) (an 18" long piece of wire),
COMCTR hears you just as if you had doubled your power; the ~/4 antenna concen
trates the RF energy 1n the horizontal plane. So, lW with a )/4 whip sounds like
2W with a duckie. There are two great advantages to the A/4 whip, however - you
still actually put out only lW of power, thus saving your batteries; it also turns
out that you hear COMCTR as if they had increased their power by two! A 1/4 wave
whip gives you 3dB gain both transmit and receive, without increasing battery drain.
It gets even better - if you use a 5/8Wave whip (48" of wire plus a loading coil
at the bottom) you signal is even more directional, and you get 6dB (both Tx and ax)
over a duckiel So low power with a 5/8 wave whip is the same 'talk power' as high
power with a duckie, plus 6dB of gain on receive. Ther 1s also a "flexible J-pole"
antenna available which is midway between the 1/4 wave and 5/8 wave antennas in
performance, is made of flexible wire, and stuffs easily in a pocket. So if you
want to carry something to ma.1te your team! s radio work better, grab a couple of
extra antennas.
Just a few more things about antennas. Now that you know that antennas are
directional in the horizontal plane, you know to hold your antenna straight up
and down (unJ..ess you're talking to an airplane overhead). Also, antennas on
handhelds work best with a ground plane underneath; that's why a 1/4 wave antenna
on a car roof works better than one held in your hand. The handheld and your
body provide a ground plane, but not a very good one. Setting the radio en a
metallic object like a car roof might improve your antenna's performance. ~d~
since VHF is almost line-of-sight only, a few feet of additional elevation ~y
make a world of difference. Since even the wavelength of VHF (2-meters) :3
comparable in size to bridge struts, trees, boulders, and human bodies, ~&CJ
reflections may superimpose to produce "dead" spots or good spots. A !"ev seconds
experimentation with mOving your antenna this way or that may easily ;nue 3. :':)d..B
difference in communications.
The two radio controls you Will fiddle With most often, volume and squelch,
deserve some quick comments, even though you probably know how to use the••
The volume control knob controls the audio amplifier feeding the speaker, but
nothing else. By changing the volume setting, you change the loudness ot the
sound issuing from the speaker, but the radio receiving qualities of the radio
are unaffected. During transmit (when you depress the PT1' switch), the volUM
setting has no effect whatsoever on the radio. The loudness of your outgoing
signal is affected only by' the loudness of your voice and how you hold the
microphone. The transmit "volume" control is on the circuit board inside the
radio. It is set when the radio is serviced, and is almost impossible to
adjust in the field without really screwing up the radio.

(~
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'lbe squelch cont2:01 is a1m1lu to the volUlllecontrol 11'1 that it affecta
the sound. isau1nl fro. the speaker, but otben1se doe. not influence the
operation of the radio c1.r<:U1 tr,r. Tbe squelch c1.r<:U1 t turDs the speabr off,
it Will then tum the sptaUr back on onlJ uncler certa1D cond1tiol18. For
instance, tl:8 PI. decoder "tone squelch" explained earlier Will tum the speaker
back on onl.J when it hears the proper PI. subaudible tone. 'lbe standard squelch
on most ra.ci1os, Imown as carr.l.er sEelch, turDs the speaker back on only when
it hears a strong enough si&ii81.
w strollS i. "strong ..nough"? You set that
by turning the squeloh control Imob. '1he next time you have a chance to pl.",
With an ASIC or Ha.1I 2 meter radio, do the tollowings
1. Turn the squelch all the wq down (countercloc.kN1s. on most racl1os).
You should hear white nois. tra. the speaker, this is n~ background
noise. At this squelch setUng, even background noise is "strong enough"
to cause the squelch circu1t to tum the speaker on. The squelch is
now ott even though the speaker is on, beca.uae the squeloh is not inter
terillS With the: radio by turning the speaker ott.
2. Have someone With another racl10 give you a test trans.m1ssio:a,. just
carrier with no audio modulation. Note the wq the baakground nOise
disappears 'when your radio picks up the carrier, th1s is quieting,
and you can tell the other station hets "fUll quieting" at your
location. because his signal is blocking out all the background noise.
J. You can probably appreciate that listening to the background noise
all the time you t re waiting to get a. call could be a pain in the ear,
and that is the main reason for having the squelch control. Turn up
the squelch level to where the background noise just disappears, you
have just told the squelch circ'U1 t that an incoming signal has to be
slightly stronger than the background noise level before it should
turn on the speaker. This is where you should normal.1y set the squelch.
There: are two things regarding the squelch which are perhaps obvious, but beu
repeating. If you turn the squelch all the wq up, you will probably miss a
lot ot communications trom weaker stations. Also, if you have the squelch set
at the normal level and you still have trouble copying a station, sometimes it
helps to turn the' squelch all the ~q down tor a minute. Tum the volume do wn
first to avoid being blasted by the background noise.

I hope this hasn't been too tedious, and that some ot this may be of use
to you on a mission some day.
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1. b

1). b

2. a
J. c

14. e
1.5. b
16. b (false)
17. a (true)

4. d
.5. a
6. c
7. b
8. d
9. d.
10. c
11. a

12. d

18. d
19.
20.
21.
22.
2).

b
c
d
b
b
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BASIC MEMBER TRAIlfING COURSE

SHENANOOAH MOUNTAIN RESCUE GROUP

==============----======================================================
.'l'EST FOR MOWLE 'I'HREE I SEARCH

Februa.ry 1982
Copyright ® 1982 by Kei th Conover

Notel you may use any materials normally carried with you in the field
as aids for answering the questions of this test.
Pick the best answer for each question. For matching questions,
use each answer once only or not at all.
Matching (1-8)
1. Trained Searchers
2. Search Dogs
J. Camp-in at a trail junction
4. Sending a team across the subject's
expected route of travel

5. Mission Data Form (MDF)

6. Base Officer (BO)

7. Searcher Registration Form (SRF) and

Searcher Information Sheet (SIS)
8. Few or no non-ASRC searchers under
ASRC control

a.
b.
c.
d•

cutting for sign
subject finders
clue finders
passive search

a. SAROP Phase 11
(Alert and Mobilization)
b. SAROP Phase 1
(The Quick Response)
c. SAROP Phase 2
(Scratch and Survey Searching)
d. SAROP Phase J
(Saturation Searching)

9. The callout of a Group is done bye
a. the Base Officer.
b. the Dispatch Officer.
c. the Communications Officer.
d. the Alert Officer.
10. Tactics is the province oft
a. the Mission Coordinator.
b. the Operations Officer.
c. the Equipment Officer.
d. General Patton.
11. The Base Officer:
a. is responsible for direct liason with members of the Responsible
Agency during Phase 1.
b. need not be field qualified.
c. serves as a relay between the Dispatch Officer and the QRT's
Radio Operator.
d. all of the above are true

c

12. According to the ASRC SAROP, the job of assigning members to a
Field Team is part of the position deSCription fore
a. the Communications Officer.
b. the Personnel Officer.
c. the Operations Officer.
d. second assistant undersecretary to the Mission Coordinator.

2
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Matching (13- 20)
13. search of a large area from a single
vantage point
14. search of a point or linear feature
15. grid or contour search
16. wide-spaced line search of a small
area by a small team
17. patrol of the perimeter of an area

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

18. temporary boundaries and trails
19. clues
20. search task area boundaries

a. one flag
b. two flags
c. three flags
d. stars and stripes

21. Who
a.
b.
c.
d.
22.

containment task
sweep task
scratch task
survey task
saturation task
di ffi cuIt task

may stop a search line?
anyone on the team
only the Field Team Leader
only the Field Team Leader or MEDIC
only the Responsible Agent

Who may give the command ItFORWARDS!" to a search line?
a.
b.
c.
d.

anyone on the team
only the Field Team Leader
only the field Team Leader or MEDIC
only the Responsible Agent

23. If a Field Team finds a deceased search subject, it should identify
the body if possible, give a "Status Three" report to Base Camp wi th
the team's grid coordinates, then:
a. evacuate the body to Base Camp for the Coroner's examination.
b. disturb the area as little as possible, clear the area of
people, protect any potential clues in the area, and wait for
instructions.
c. place the body in a body bag or storm shelter and load the
body into a litter, but wait for permission to evacuate.
d. go home.
24. A downed (fixed-wing) military aircraft should be approached onlYI
a.
b.
c.
d.

from
from
from
from

the front.
the rear.
the left side.
underneath.

25. Blue light (as from a flashlight with a blue filter) will not impai r
night vision adaptation, as will unfiltered wbite light.
a. true
b. false
26. In terms of clues found per searcher-hour, close spaced line search
is approximately 50% more efficient than wide-spaced linBsearch.
a. true
b. false

J
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27. Which of the following is the best example of good questioning
technique?
a. "Hi. We're looking for a plane that crashed yeste~. Do
you know anything that might help us find it?"
b. "Hello. I'm Josephine Backpacker from the Shenandoah Mountain
Rescue Group. We're looking for an airplane which has been
reported missing. Have you seen or heard anything unusual
the past day or so?"
c. "Hello. I'm Josephine Backpacker from the Shenandoah Mountain
Rescue Group. We're searching for a plane believed to have been
flying low in this area yesterday. We'd like to know if you
saw or heard anything unusual about J yeste~ afternoon."
d. "Hello. I'm Josephine Backpacker from the Shenandoah Mountain
Rescue Group. We're lOOking for a red-and-white plane which
has been missing since yesterday. Have you seen or heard
anything unusual lately?"
28. Containment is used as a strategy to keep the search-area small.
a. true
b. false
29. Night vision is weaker at the center of the visual field than at
the edges, that is, it is difficult to see things in very dim light
when you look directly at them.
a. true
b. false

30. Step-by-step mantracking is easier near dusk or dawn than at midday,
because of the angle of the lighting.
a. true
b. false
31. Interrogation search, ~s practiced by the Civil Air Patrol during
downed aircraft searches, refers tOI
a. the proper questioning of all people who call in to Mission
Base with clues.
b. the proper questioning of all people who pass by a roadblock
or trailblock.
c. use of electronic direction-finding equipment.
d. the questioning of people at houses, stores, and other selected
places in a specified search task area.
32.

On occasion, the only visual clues to an aircraft crash site have
been circling buzzards, clipped trees, or breaks in vegetation
cover.
a. true
b. false

33. ELT (Emergency Locator Transmitter, electronic direction finding)
search tasks are often made difficult with reflections which cause
erroneous directional "fixes".
a. true
b. false

.. -----.----------~--------------~----.

~.
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Natching (34-42)

)4.
35.
36.,
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

serious injury

a.

all well
not understood

c.

wind direction
affirmative
negative

e.

understood
g.
safe to land here

'(
~~

I

b.
d.

~

f.

..IL

b..

LL

h.

~J

42. An ideal helicopter landing zone in a wooded, mountainous areal
a. should have a clear touchdown pad with a slope less than 50,
and all brush should be cleared to less than 1 foot high.
b. should be on a flat ridge in preference to a narrow valley.
c. should have a clear take-off lane about )00 feet, into the
wind, with room for the helicopter to dip below take-off
elevation while gathering speed.
d. all of the above are true

43. In general, a helicopter
landing zone should allow for a take-off
o
at an angle of 15 to the horizontal, and clearing any obstacles
by 10 feet.
a. true
b. false

44. At night, a "Til of flashlights may be used to indicate both the
touchdown pad and the wind direction. Which of the following
diagrams correctly portrays the orientation of the "T" with respect
to the wind direction?
a.

Tt

b.

Tf

Which of the following is not considered a major danger area near
a UH-type (ItHuey") helicopter?
a. to the right rear of the helicopter
b. to the left rear of the helicopter
c. uphill from the helicopter
d. downhill from the helicopter

46. When may you approach a helicopter?
a.
b.
c.
d.

only
when
once
only

after the rotors are stopped
the crew chief or pilot signal you to do SO
the helicopter is settled and all lift is off the rotors
on Tuesday afternoons

~
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47. According to the Commonwealth of Virginia Emergency Operations
Plan Search and Rescue Annex, authority for search and rescue within
a county, except in a few special cases, falls tOI
a. Virginia Wing, Civil Air Patrol.
b. a BAR Coordinator appointed by the Ceunty Government.
c. the Virginia State Police.
d. the County Sheriff.
e. the local Virginia Association of Volunteer Rescue Squads
District Rescue Officer.

48. In general, responsibility for SAR within a National Farest in
Virginia lies withs
a. the U. S. Forest Service.
b. the pe~son in charge of County SAR for the particular County.
c. the U. S. Park Police.
d. the Virginia State Police.

49. AuthOrity and responsibility for downed aircraft search in Virginia
lies with:
a. Virginia Wing, Civil Air Patrol.
b. the Civil Aeronautics Board of the State Corporation Commission.
c. the Virginia State Police.
d. the person with authority and responsibility for intr~county
search and rescue.

C':

50. Authority and responsibility for SAR in areas of National Capital
Parks of the National Park System generally lies with the U. S.
Park Police. In other National Park Service areas, such as
Shenandoah National Park, authOrity and responsibility generally
lies i,ri the
a. the Park Superintendent.
b. the U. S. Park Police.
c. the State Police.
d. the person in charge of SAR for the County.

51. The Virginia Good Samar!tan Law provides that all persons

renderir~

first aid are immune from civil prosecutions
a.
b.
c.
d.

under all conditions.
if the person rendering aid is an
if the first aid is given in good
if the first aid is given in good
sation (excepting the salaries of

EMT, a RN, or a MD.

faith.
faith, and without compen
public service workers.)

52. The Virginia Good Samaritan Law provides immunity from civil suit
(tort claims).
prosecution?

',
C

..:-

Does it also provide immunity from criminal

a. yes
b. no
53. Can ASRC members use force to prevent others from entering a
suspected crime scene?
a. yes
b. no

ft'
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54.

Is there a legal requirement for you to aid a person in life
threatening danger?
a. yes
b. no

55. The legal concept of "standards of care" means that you are
responsible for providing
training and experience.
negligent when done by an
not considered criminally
no first aid training.
a. true
b. false

emergency care consistent with your
Thus, something which would be criminally
emergency physi cian might be not
negligent when done by a person With

56. If you began aiding a person in distress, you are legally responsible
to continue in your attempt') to aid this person.
a. true
b. false

57. If you find an unconscious person, you may assume his consent for
you to provide emergency care.
who appears able to understand
are you obligated to leave him
care for a minor lies with the

If, on the other hand, an adult
what you are saying refuses care,
alone? (Note I the right to refuse
parent or guardian.)

a. yes
b. no

58. You

may

enter property posted "No Trespassing", during a search, :

a.
b,

when accompanied by a Deputy County Sheriff.
when you believe with reasonable certainty that life or
property is endangered, and that you must enter the property
to save the life or property.
c. in either of the above situations
d. in neither of the above situations

59. In many states, only a doctor may legally say that someone is
dead; in Virginia, any EMT may say that someone is dead, although
certification of death on paper must be made by a doctor. Is
there any reason) other than legal ones) which might make you want
to not discuss the finding of a body over the ai~other than a
simple "Status Three" message?
a. yes
b. no
60. May you legally discuss the injuries of a patient your team just
evacuated, when asked to by a reporter?
a. yes
b. no, unless he gave you permission to do so

-----------------------------
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Note: you may use any materiaJ.s normaJ.ly carried with you in the field
as aids for answering the questions of this test.
Pick the best answer for each question. For matching questions,
use each answer once only or not at aJ.l.

B.

Matching (1-8)

C 1.

Trained Searchers
2. Search Dogs
D ). Camp-in at a trail junction
A 4. Sending a team across the subject's
expected route of travel

A5.

Mission Data Form (MDF)

B 6. Base Officer (EO)
1)

7. Searcher Registration Form (SRF) and
., Searcher Information Sheet (SIS)

---i""

C g,

P,,-""v0 <">i2.. No /-.JD~

At:, \2.C>.

/'5k(2) ::::51?/}(1<2./rlI;;,~:;;, U"'~

OD-t--'...,ruJ l..,

a.
b.
c.
d.

cutting for sign
subject finders
clue finders
passive search

a. SAROP Phase ¢
(Alert and Mobilization)
b. SAROP Phase 1
(The Quick Response)
c. SAROP Phase 2
(Scratch and Survey Searching)
d. SAROP Phase )
(Saturation Searching)

9. The caJ.lout of a Group is done by:

c)

a.
~
c.
d.

the
the
the
the

Base Officer.
Dispatch Officer.
Communications Officer.
Alert Officer.

10. Tactics is the province of:
a. the Mission Coordinator.
(E) the Operations Officer.
c. the Equipment Officer.
d. General Patton.

11. The Base Officer:
a. is responsible for direct liason with members of the Responsible
Agency during Phase 1.
b. need not be field qualified.
c. serves as a relay qetween the Dispatch Officer and the QRT's
Radio Operator.
~. all of the above are true

12. According to the ASRC SAROP, the job of assigning members to a
Field Team is part of the position description for:
the Communications Officer.
the Personnel Officer.
c. the Operations Officer.
d. Horace.

~
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Matching (13- 20)

()

D 13. search of a large area from a single
vantage point
C 14. search of a point or linear feature
15. grid or contour search
B 16•. wide-spaced line search of a small
area by a small team
A. 17. patrol of the perimeter of an area

A 18. temporary boundaries and trails
19. clues
B 20. search task area boundaries
C

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

containment task
sweep task
scratch task
survey task
saturation task
difficult task

a;.
b.
c•
d.

one flag
two flags
three flags
stars and stripes

21. Who may stop a search line?
anyone on the team
only the Field Team Leader
c. only the Field Team Leader or MEDIC
d. only the Responsible Agent
22.

Who may give the command "FORWARDS!" to a search line?
a. anyone on the team

@ only the Field Team Leader
c. only the Filed Team Leader or MEDIC
d. only the Responsible Agent

c)

23. If a Field Team finds a deceased search subject, it should identify

the body if possible, give a "Status Three" report to Base Camp with
the team's grid coordinates, then:
~\

evacuate the body to Base Camp for the Coroner's eXamination.
disturb the area as l~ttle as possible, clear the area of
people, protect any potential clues in the areal and wait for
instructions.
c. place the body in a body bag or storm shelter and load the
body into a litter, but wait for permission to evacuate.
d. go home.

~

f'1 'fi)tO

24. A

.......-t;/l.:r

downe~mili tary

aircraft should be approached only I

a. from the front.
b. from the rear.
~ from the left side.
d. from underneath.
25. Blue light (as from a flashlight with a blue filter) will not impair
night vision adaptation, as will unfiltered white light.
a. true
G) false

C)

26. In terms of clues found per searcher-hour, close spaced line search
is approximately 50% more efficient than wide-spaced line search.
a. true
false

®
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27. Which of the following is the best example of good questioning
technique?
a. "Hi.

We're looking for a plane that crashed yesterday.

Do

r:\ you know anything that might help us find it?"
\2:} "Hello. I'm Josephine Backpacker from the Shenandoah Mountain
Rescue Group. We're looking for an airplane which has been
reported missing. Have you seen or heard anything unusual
the past day or so?"
c. "Hello. I'm Josephine Backpacker from the Shenandoah Mountain
Rescue Group. We're searching for a plane believed to have been
flying low in this area yesterday. We'd like to know if you
saw or heard anything unusual about 3 yesterday afternoon."
d. "Hello. I'm Josephine Backpacker from the Shenandoah Mountain
Rescue Group. We're looking for a red-and-white plane which
has been missing since yesterday. Have. you seen or heard
anything unusual lately?"
28. Containment is used as a st.rQtec,) to keep the search area small.

~true
b. false
29. Night vision is weaker at the center of the visual field than at
the edges, that is, it is difficult to see things in very dim light
when you look directly at them.

fa:l

true

Yo false

C~)

30. Step-by-step mantracking is easier near dusk or dawn than at midday,
because of the angle of the lighting.

fa:') true

Y.

false

31. Interrogation search, as practiced by the Civil Air Patrol during
downed aircraft searches, refers to:
a. the proper questioning of all people who call in to Mission
Base with clues •
. b. the proper questioning of all people who pass by a roadblock
or trailblock.
c. use of electronic direction-finding equipment.
~ the questioning of people at houses, stores, and other selected
places in a specified search task area.
32.

On occasion, the only visual clues to an aircraft crash site have
been circling buzzards, clipped trees, or breaks in vegetation
cover.
~ true
false

Yo

33. ELT (Emergency Locator Transmitter, electronic direction finding)
search tasks are often made difficult With reflections which cause
erroneous directional "fixes".
raJ true
Yo false

4
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Natching (34-42)

C)

13 34. serious injury

F 35.
G 36.

a.

all well

'<

not understood

c.

d.

t\ 37. wind direction
H 38. affirmative
C 39. negative

~~

e.

~

f.

E 40. understood
g.
D 41. safe to land here

.JL

I

b.

~

LL

h.

~j

42. An ideal helicopter landing zone in a wooded, mountainous areas
a. should have a clear touchdown pad with a slope less than 50,
and all brush should be cleared to less than 1 foot high.
b. should be on a flat ridge in preference to a narrow valley.
c. should have a clear take-off lane about 300 feet, into the
wind, With room for the helicopter to dip below take-off
(;\ elevation while gathering speed.
~ all of the above are true

43. In general, a helicopter
landing zone should allow for a take-off
o
at an angle of 15 to the hOrizontal, and clearing any obstacles
10 feet.
ra:'J true
Yfalse

'by

44. At night, a "T" of flashlights may be used to indicate both the
touchdown pad and the wind direction. Which of the following
diagrams correctly portrays the orientation of the "T" with respect
to the wind direction?
b.

TJ

Tt

Which of the following is not considered a major danger area near
a UH-type ("Hueyll) helicopter?
a. to the right rear of the helicopter
b. to the left rear of the helicopter
c. uphill from the helicopter
G[; downhill ~m the helicopter

46. When may you approach a helicopter?
~

only after the rotors are stopped

l.E.J when the crew chief or pilot signal you to do so
c. once the helicopter is settled and all lift is off the rotors
d. only on Tuesday afternoons

5
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47. According to the Commonwealth of Virginia Emergency Operations
Plan Search and Rescue Annex, authority for search and rescue within
a county, except in a few special cases, falls to~
~
~

Virginia Wing, Civil Air Patrol.
a SAR Coordinator appointed by the COIJr\t:j government.
c. the Virginia State Police.
d. the County Sheriff.
e. the local Virginia Association of Volunteer Rescue Squads
District Rescue Officer.

48. In general, responsibility for SAR within a National Farest in
Virginia lies with:
~

the U. S. Forest Service.
person in charge of County SAR for the particular County.
c. the U. S. Park Police.
d. the Virginia State Police.

~the

49. Authority and responsibility for downed aircraft search in Virginia
lies with:
a. Virginia Wing, Civil Air Patrol.
~the Civil Aeronautics Board of the State Corporation Commission.
c. the Virginia State Police.
d. the person with authority and responsibility for intral'"C'Ounty
search and rescue.

c;

50. Authority and responsibility for SAR in areas of National Capital
Parks of the National Park System generally lies With the U. S.
Park Police. In other National Park Service areas, such as
Shenandoah National Park, authority and responsibility generally
lies with:
faJ the National Park Service
(the Park Superintendent)
'i:. the U. S. Park Police.
c. the State Police.
d. the person in charge of SAR for the County.

51. The Virginia Good Samaritan Law provides that all persons rendering
first aid are immune from civil prosecution:
a. under all conditions.
b. if the person rendering aid is an
c. if the first aid is given in good
~ if the first aid is given in good
sation (excepting the salaries of

EMT, a RN, or a MD.
faith.
faith, and without compen
public service workers.)

53. The Virginia Good Samaritan Law provides immunity from civil suit
(tort claims).
prosecution?
~yes

C)

lV no

Does it also provide immunity from criminal

6
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Is there a legal requirement for you to aid a person in life
threatening danger?
a. yes
(9 no

55.' The legal concept of "standards of care" means that you are
responsible for providing emergency care consistent with your
training and experience. Thus, something which would be criminally
negligent when done by an emergency physiscian might be not
not consi~ered Criminal~~egligent when done by a person with
no first aid training.
@true
b. false

56. If you began aiding a person in distress, you are legally responsible
to continue in your

attempt~

to aid this person.

~true

"-K false

57. If you find an unconscious person, you may assume his consent for
you to provide emergency care. If, on the other hand, a~
man \ you find during a search tells you to leave him alone,
'c"

I, .

t.U\tOA\'~ COVVl tt.~

you must, "indeed, leave him alone according to law.
true
false

1)......_ 4

..,.,

II

'"(bs;lJi,'O \1 tJo ~~ r~--- l
.58. You may enter J'Oi:h~Q private propertyI\during a search ( tJ v\ £..c, ,,vIA :;
a. only when accompanied by a Deputy County Sheriff,'
b. only when you believe ,With reasonable certainty that life or
property is endangered, and that you must enter.the property
to save the life or property.
~ in either of the above situations.
'al. in neither of the above situations.

59. In many states, only a doctor may legally say that someone is
dead; in Virginia, any EMT may say that someone is dead, although
certification of death on paper must be made by a doctor. Is
there any reason, other than legal ones) which might make you want
to not discuss the finding of a body over the ai~other than a
simple "Status Three" message?
Qyes
b. no
60. May you legally discuss the injuries of a patient your team just
evacuated, when asked to by a reporter?
a. yes

C,'

~ no, unless he gave you permission to do SO

